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ABSTRACT
We present the statistical properties of the Cold Clump Catalogue of Planck Objects (C3PO), the first all-sky catalogue of cold objects, in terms
of their spatial distribution, dust temperature, distance, mass, and morphology. We have combined Planck and IRAS data to extract 10 342 cold
sources that stand out against a warmer environment. The sources are distributed over the whole sky, including in the Galactic plane, despite the
confusion, and up to high latitudes (>30◦). We find a strong spatial correlation of these sources with ancillary data tracing Galactic molecular
structures and infrared dark clouds where the latter have been catalogued. These cold clumps are not isolated but clustered in groups. Dust
temperature and emissivity spectral index values are derived from their spectral energy distributions using both Planck and IRAS data. The
temperatures range from 7 K to 19 K, with a distribution peaking around 13 K. The data are inconsistent with a constant value of the associated
spectral index β over the whole temperature range: β varies from 1.4 to 2.8, with a mean value around 2.1. Distances are obtained for approximately
one third of the objects. Most of the detections lie within 2 kpc of the Sun, but more distant sources are also detected, out to 7 kpc. The mass
estimates inferred from dust emission range from 0.4 M to 2.4 × 105 M. Their physical properties show that these cold sources trace a broad
range of objects, from low-mass dense cores to giant molecular clouds, hence the “cold clump” terminology. This first statistical analysis of the
C3PO reveals at least two colder populations of special interest with temperatures in the range 7 to 12 K: cores that mostly lie close to the Sun;
and massive cold clumps located in the inner Galaxy. We also describe the statistics of the early cold core (ECC) sample that is a subset of the
C3PO, containing only the 915 most reliable detections. The ECC is delivered as a part of the Planck Early Release Compact Source Catalogue
(ERCSC).
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1. Introduction
With its unprecedented sensitivity and large spectral coverage in
the submm-to-mm range, the full-sky survey performed by the
 Corresponding author: L. Montier,
e-mail: Ludovic.Montier@irap.omp.eu
Planck satellite (Tauber et al. 2010; Planck Collaboration 2011a)
is providing an inventory of the cold condensations of interstel-
lar matter in the Galaxy. The three highest frequency channels
of Planck cover the peak thermal emission frequencies of dust
colder than 14 K: a blackbody at T = 6 K, the coldest dust tem-
perature found inside Galactic dense cores, peaks at 850 GHz.
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Combined with far-IR data such as the InfraRed Astronomical
Satellite survey (IRAS; Neugebauer et al. 1984), the data en-
able the determination of a temperature for the cold dust asso-
ciated with the sources. This temperature will most certainly be
an overestimate of the physical temperature, since some of the
100μm (3 THz in the rest of the paper) emission may arise in
warm regions surrounding the coldest dust.
Investigating the distribution and physical properties of the
coldest regions in the Galaxy is critical for the study of the early
stages of star formation. In carrying this out, the main diffi-
culty lies in the vast range of scales involved. While star for-
mation itself is the outcome of gravitational instability occurring
in cold and dense structures at scales less than a tenth of a par-
sec, the characteristics of these structures (usually called “pre-
stellar cores”) depend on their large-scale environment, up to
Galactic scales. Indeed the formation and evolution of these sub-
structures is driven by a complex coupling of self-gravity with
cooling, turbulence and magnetic fields, to name a few processes
(e.g. Falgarone & Puget 1985). To make progress in the under-
standing of star formation, pre-stellar cores need to be observed
in a variety of environments. More importantly, large surveys are
required to address statistical issues and evolution. However, all
the investigations so far have been limited, for various reasons
(atmospheric fluctuations, limited area, no temperature informa-
tion), as described below.
Observations of thermal cold dust emission from the ground
are limited by atmospheric fluctuations in the submillimetre do-
main, restricting detections to sources smaller than a few ar-
cminutes. The all sky surveys of IRAS and more recently WISE
(Wright et al. 2010), in the mid- and far-IR have traced warm
dust emission in regions already in an active phase of star for-
mation. In and around these regions, peaks of cold dust emis-
sion have been detected in several nearby molecular clouds with
bolometer cameras such as SCUBA, MAMBO, SIMBA, and
LABOCA (Motte et al. 1998; Curtis & Richer 2010; Hatchell
et al. 2005; Enoch et al. 2006; Kauffmann et al. 2008; Hill et al.
2005; Faúndez et al. 2004). Sub-arcminute resolution, combined
with dedicated molecular line studies, has also provided infor-
mation on the small-scale structure of the pre-stellar cores in
these clouds. The Bolocam Galactic Plane Survey at 1.1 mm re-
veals dense regions within molecular clouds in the inner and
outer Galaxy (Aguirre et al. 2011), although the survey has only
a small extension in latitude. Similarly the APEX Telescope
Large Area Survey of the GALaxy (ATLASGAL, Schuller et al.
2009) provides a survey of 95 square degree inside the Galactic
plane, revealing thousands of bright and compact sources.
Opaque and dense regions are also detected as absorption
features. Using the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS), maps
of near-IR extinction have been produced for nearby molecular
clouds (Lombardi & Alves 2001). A new population of thou-
sands of massive dark clouds was discovered by observations of
mid-IR absorption towards the bright Galactic background (MSX
and ISOGAL surveys; see Egan et al. 1998; Pérault et al. 1996).
The mid-IR absorption studies are, however, strongly biased to-
wards low latitudes where the Galactic background is bright, and
they do not provide information on the temperature of the dust
component.
Balloon-borne experiments allow observations that are free
of the modulation required to get rid of the atmospheric fluctua-
tions, providing the first large unbiased surveys. The PRONAOS
experiment discovered massive cold condensations in cirrus-
type clouds (Bernard et al. 1999; Dupac et al. 2003). Archeops
(Désert et al. 2008) detected hundreds of sources with temper-
atures down to 7 K. The latest balloon-borne survey is that of
the BLAST experiment which has located several hundred sub-
millimetre sources in Vulpecula (Chapin et al. 2008) and Vela
(Netterfield et al. 2009; Olmi et al. 2009), including a number of
cold and probably pre-stellar cores.
Space missions improve greatly the brightness sensitivity of
such continuum observations in the submillimetre range. The
SPIRE (Griffin et al. 2010) and PACS (Poglitsch et al. 2010)
instruments aboard the Herschel satellite have already provided
hundreds of new detections of both starless and protostellar cores
(André et al. 2010; Bontemps et al. 2010; Könyves et al. 2010;
Molinari et al. 2010; Ward-Thompson et al. 2010; Motte et al.
2010; Hennemann et al. 2010). However, the sky areas mapped
will remain limited, even for surveys like HiGAL (Molinari
et al. 2010) which covers the entire Galactic plane (but only for
|b| < 1◦). One of the advantages of the Planck mission is that it
provides an all-sky census of cold sources, including those far
away from known star-forming regions.
Planck1 is the third generation mission to measure the
anisotropy of the cosmic microwave (CMB). It observes the sky
in nine frequency bands covering 30–857 GHz with high sensi-
tivity and angular resolution from 31′ to 5′. The Low Frequency
Instrument LFI; (LFI; Mandolesi et al. 2010; Bersanelli et al.
2010; Mennella et al. 2011) covers the 30, 44, and 70 GHz bands
with amplifiers cooled to 20 K. The High Frequency Instrument
(HFI; Lamarre et al. 2010; Planck HFI Core Team 2011a) covers
the 100, 143, 217, 353, 545, and 857 GHz bands with bolome-
ters cooled to 0.1 K. Polarization is measured in all but the
highest two bands (Leahy et al. 2010; Rosset et al. 2010). A
combination of radiative cooling and three mechanical cool-
ers produces the temperatures needed for the detectors and op-
tics (Planck Collaboration 2011b). Two data processing centres
(DPCs) check and calibrate the data and make maps of the sky
(Planck HFI Core Team 2011b; Zacchei et al. 2011). Planck’s
sensitivity, angular resolution, and frequency coverage make it a
powerful instrument for Galactic and extragalactic astrophysics
as well as cosmology. This paper is one of a series summarising
early results (Planck Collaboration, 2011a–w) .
The Cold Clump Catalogue of Planck Objects (C3PO) will
be made public after splitting into homogeneous classes of as-
trophysical objects and published in separate specific papers. It
will reveal new locations where eventually the next generation
of stars will form, and will provide an opportunity to address
a number of key questions related to Galactic star formation
that are difficult to answer without such an all-sky survey. The
catalogue will prove invaluable for follow-up studies to inves-
tigate in detail regions in the earliest stages of star formation,
away from known star-forming regions. The cold nearby sources
are of particular interest because they provide good pre-stellar
core candidates (with 0.2 pc resolution at a distance of 150 pc)
and target regions in which to search for pre-stellar cores with
higher resolution follow-up programmes. This is demonstrated
in Planck Collaboration (2011e, hereafter Paper II). Moreover,
in this work we describe the statistics of the early cold cores
(ECC) sample that is part of the recently published Planck
Early Release Compact Source Catalogue2 (ERCSC; Planck
Collaboration 2011c). The ECC catalogue is a subset of the full
1 Planck (http://www.esa.int/Planck) is a project of the
European Space Agency (ESA) with instruments provided by two sci-
entific consortia funded by ESA member states (in particular the lead
countries France and Italy), with contributions from NASA (USA) and
telescope reflectors provided by a collaboration between ESA and a sci-
entific consortium led and funded by Denmark.
2 The ERCSC is available here: http://www.sciops.esa.int/
index.php?project=planck&page=Planck_Legacy_Archive).
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C3PO catalogue and contains only the most secure detections of
all the sources with colour temperatures below 14 K. Finally, by
providing large maps of dust millimetre and submillimetre emis-
sion, like those of the Herschel star-formation surveys (HiGAL,
Gould Belt, HOBYS and Magellanic clouds surveys), Planck of-
fers the possibility to map the total mass of star-forming inter-
stellar clouds over the whole sky, independently of the state of
the gas tracers (H i, H2 with or without CO). It provides in turn
an estimate of the hierarchy of gravitational potential wells in
which star formation occurs, through better mass estimates that
can be made at higher frequencies.
In this paper we describe the general properties of the cur-
rent cold sources catalogue that is based on data that the Planck
satellite has gathered during its first two surveys of the full sky.
In the next section (Sect. 2) we detail the data processing and
source extraction methods that were used in the production of
the catalogue. We then present the spatial distribution (Sect. 3)
and the physical properties of the sample (Sect. 4). We finally
discuss (Sect. 5) the nature of these cold sources, and we com-
pare them with other well-known categories of pre-stellar or star
forming objects.
2. Source extraction
2.1. Data set
As cold clumps are traced by their cold dust emission in the sub-
millimetric bands, we use Planck channel maps of the HFI at
three frequencies, 353, 545 and 857 GHz, as described in de-
tail in Planck HFI Core Team (2011b). The temperature maps
at these frequencies are based on the first two sky surveys of
Planck, provided in Healpix format (Górski et al. 2005). Beams
are described by an elliptical Gaussian parameterisation lead-
ing to FWHM θS given in Table 24 of Planck HFI Core Team
(2011b), 4.42′, 4.72′ and 4.5′, at 857, 545 and 353 GHz, re-
spectively. The noise in the channel maps is essentially white
with a mean standard deviation of 1.4 × 10−3, 4.1 × 10−3
and 1.4 × 10−3 MJy sr−1 at 857, 545 and 353 GHz, respectively
(Planck HFI Core Team 2011b). The photometric calibration is
performed using the CMB dipole for the 353 GHz channel, and
using FIRAS data (Fixsen et al. 1994) for the higher frequency
channels at 545 and 857 GHz. The absolute gain calibration of
HFI maps is known to better than 2% at 353 GHz and 7% at 545
and 857 GHz (see Table 2 in Planck HFI Core Team 2011b). For
further details on the data reduction, see Planck HFI Core Team
(2011b).
The detection algorithm requires the use of ancillary data
to trace the warm component of the gas. Thus we combine
Planck data with the IRIS all-sky data (Miville-Deschênes &
Lagache 2005), which is a reprocessed version of the IRAS data
(Neugebauer et al. 1984). The choice of the IRIS 3 THz (100 μm)
data as the template for the warm background (warm template)
is motivated by the following: (i) 3 THz is very close to the peak
frequency of a blackbody at 20 K, and traces the warm com-
ponent of the Galaxy; (ii) the fraction of small grains at this fre-
quency remains very low and does not strongly alter the estimate
of the emission from large grains that is extrapolated to shorter
frequencies; (iii) the IRIS survey covers almost the entire sky
(only 2 bands of ∼2% of the whole sky are missing); and (iv) the
resolution of the IRIS maps is closely matched to the resolution
of Planck in the high frequency bands, i.e., around 4.5′. Using
the map at 3 THz as the warm template is, of course, not perfect,
because a non-negligible fraction of the cold emission is still
present at this frequency. This lowers the intensity in the Planck
bands after subtraction of the extrapolated warm background.
We will describe in detail, especially in Sect. 2.3, how we deal
with this issue for the photometry of the detected sources. All
Planck and IRIS maps have been smoothed to the same resolu-
tion, 4.5′, before source extraction and photometry processing.
2.2. Cold source extraction method
We have applied the detection method described in Montier et al.
(2010), known as CoCoCoDeT (Cold Core Colour Detection
Tool), on the combined IRIS plus Planck data set described in
Sect. 2.1. This algorithm uses the colour properties of the objects
to separate them from the background. In the case of this work,
the method selects compact sources colder than the surround-
ing Galactic background, that is at about 17 K (Boulanger et al.
1996), but varies from one place to the other across the Galactic
plane or at higher latitudes. This Warm Background Subtraction
method is applied to each of the three highest frequency all-sky
Planck maps, and consists of six steps:
1. for each pixel i, the background colour Ciν at the Planck fre-
quency ν is estimated as the median value within a disc of
radius 15′ around the central pixel of the Planck map Mν
divided by the 3 THz map M3000,
Ciν =
〈
Mν
M3000
〉i
15′
; (1)
2. the contribution of the warm background Miν,warm in a pixel i
at Planck frequency ν is obtained by multiplying the estimate
of the background colour with the value of the pixel in the
3 THz intensity map Mi3000,
Miν,warm = M
i
3000 ×Ciν = Mi3000 ×
〈
Mν
M3000
〉i
15′
; (2)
3. the cold residual map Mi
ν,cold in the pixel i at the Planck fre-
quency ν is computed by subtracting the warm background
map from the Planck map,
Miν,cold = M
i
ν − Miν,warm = Miν − M3000 ×
〈
Mν
M3000
〉i
15′
; (3)
4. the local noise level around each pixel in the cold resid-
ual map is estimated in a radius of 30′ using the so-
called “Median Absolute Deviation” that ensures robustness
against a high confusion level of the background and pres-
ence of other point sources within the same area;
5. a thresholding detection method is applied in the cold resid-
ual map to detect sources at a signal-to-noise ratio SNR> 4;
6. final detections are defined as local maxima of the SNR, con-
strained so that there is a minimum distance of 5′ between
them.
This process is performed at each Planck band, yielding indi-
vidual all-sky catalogues at 857, 545 and 353 GHz. The last step
of the source extraction consists of merging these three inde-
pendent catalogues, by requiring a detection in all three bands
at SNR> 4. This step rejects spurious detections that are due to
map artifacts associated with a single frequency (e.g., stripes
or under-sampled features). It increases the robustness of the
merged catalogue, which contains 10 783 sources.
We stress that no any other a priori constraints are imposed
on the size of the expected sources, other than the limited area on
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which the background colour is estimated. Thus we observe that
the maximum scale of the C3PO objects is about 12′. Note also
that this warm background subtraction method uses local esti-
mates of the colour, identifying a relative rather than an absolute
colour excess. Thus cold condensations having a low tempera-
ture contrast with an already cold background can be missed,
while warm condensations colder than their environments will
be picked out by the algorithm. A more detailed analysis in tem-
perature is thus required to assess the nature of the objects.
2.3. Photometry of the cold sources
We have developed a dedicated algorithm to derive the photom-
etry of the cold source in each band. The flux densities are es-
timated from the cold residual maps, instead of working on the
initial maps where the cold sources are embedded in their warm
surrounding background. As already stressed above, the main is-
sue to deal with is how to perform photometry on the IRIS 3 THz
map when it also includes a fraction of the cold emission. The
flux density of the source at 3 THz has to be well determined for
two reasons: (1) an accurate estimate of the flux density at this
frequency is required because it constrains the rest of the anal-
ysis in terms of spectral energy distribution (SED) and temper-
ature; (2) an incorrect estimate of the flux density at 3 THz will
propagate through the Planck bands after subtraction of the in-
terpolated contribution of the warm background. The main steps
of the photometry processing are described in the following sub-
sections. An illustration of this process is provided in Fig. B.5 of
Paper II.
2.3.1. Step 1: elliptical Gaussian fit
An elliptical Gaussian fit is performed on the 1◦ × 1◦
857 GHz/3 THz colour map centred on each C3PO object. This
results in estimates of three parameters: the major axis ex-
tent σMaj; minor axis extent σMin; and position angle ψ. The re-
lation between the Gaussian width σ and the FWHM θ is given
by σ = θ/
√
8 ln(2). If the elliptical Gaussian fit is indetermi-
nate, a symmetrical Gaussian is assumed with a FWHM fixed to
θ = 4.5′, and the flag Aper Forced is set to “on”. The source flux
densities obtained on this “forced” aperture are often severely
underestimated at all frequencies. This flagged population con-
tains 978 sources which are rejected from the physical analysis
of Sect. 4. However, they are included in the complete catalogue
(defined in Sect. 2.7), which is used to assess the association
with ancillary data and to study morphology at large scales (cf.
Sect. 3).
2.3.2. Step 2: 3 THz photometry
The photometry on the 3 THz map is obtained by surface fitting,
performed on local maps of size 1◦ × 1◦ centred on each candi-
date. All components of the map are fitted as a whole, namely: a
polynomial surface of order between three and six for the back-
ground; a set of elliptical Gaussians when other point sources are
detected inside the local map; and a central elliptical Gaussian
corresponding to the cold source candidate for which the el-
liptical shape is set by the parameters obtained during step 1.
When the fit of the background is poor, i.e., a clear degener-
acy is observed between the polynomial surface and the central
Gaussian, we switch to performing simple aperture photometry
on the local map. Note that this aperture photometry takes into
account the elliptical shape of the source provided by step 1. In
such cases (140 sources), the flag Bad Sfit 3 THz is set to “on”.
Occasionally no counterpart at all is observed at 3 THz, when the
cold source candidate is too faint or very cold, or the confusion
of the Galactic background is too high. In such case, we are not
able to derive any reliable estimate of the 3 THz flux density of
the source, and only an upper limit can be provided. This upper
limit is defined as three times the standard deviation of the cold
residual map within a 25′ radius circle, and the flag Upper 3 THz
is set to “on”. There are 2356 objects for which only an upper
limit is derived for the temperature. This population represents
a very interesting sub-sample of the whole catalogue, probably
the coldest objects, but we do not have confidence in the physi-
cal properties derived from the Planck data and so it is excluded
from the physical analysis.
2.3.3. Step 3: 3 THz correction
Once an estimate of the flux density at 3 THz has been provided
by steps 1 and 2, the warm template at 3 THz is corrected by re-
moving an elliptical Gaussian corresponding to the flux density
of the central clump, yielding a corrected warm template. This
corrected warm template includes only the warm component of
the signal. It is then extrapolated and subtracted at each Planck
frequency from the Planck maps to build the cold residual maps.
When only an upper limit has been obtained at 3 THz, the warm
template is not changed.
2.3.4. Step 4: Planck bands photometry
Aperture photometry is performed on local cold residual maps
centred on each candidate in the Planck bands, at 857, 545 and
353 GHz. This aperture photometry takes into account the real
extent of each object by integrating the signal inside the ellipti-
cal Gaussian constrained by the parameters obtained at step 1.
The background is estimated by taking the median value in an
annulus around the source. Nevertheless, in 229 cases, no pos-
itive estimate of the flux density has been obtained, because of
the presence of cold point sources that are too close or because
the background is highly confused. These sources (for which the
flag PS Neg is set to “on”) are simply removed from the physical
analysis described in this paper.
2.4. SED modelling
The cold sources extracted by the above procedure are dis-
tributed over the whole sky. Their flux densities at 857 GHz
varies by about 3 orders of magnitude, a broad range that pri-
marily follows that of the source distances, although intrinsic
variations in source luminosity may contribute. The S 3000/S 857
source colour also spans almost two orders of magnitude for
most of the sources (Fig. 2).
We attempt in the following SED analysis to infer basic
observational properties of these sources. Given the large vari-
ety of objects and environments represented in this catalogue,
and the fact that the SEDs comprise only four bands (the IRIS
3 THz and the three highest frequency Planck bands at 857, 545
and 353 GHz), it has not been possible to carry out a complex
modelling of the sources, taking into account dust population
variations or radiative transfer (e.g., Compiègne et al. 2011;
Bernard et al. 2008; Doty & Leung 1994; Juvela & Padoan
2003). Instead, we assume that the dust thermal emission at
all frequencies is optically thin (this assumption is validated in
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Fig. 1. Examples of SEDs and fits for four sources from our sample. Black diamonds with error bars are the IRIS 3 THz and Planck 857, 545 and
353 GHz flux densities, expressed in the νIν = constant colour convention. Two fits have been performed, one with β = 2 (blue) and the other
with β free (red). For comparison with the data (black diamonds), the expected flux densities for the two fits with the same colour convention are
represented with blue squares and red plus signs. The quality of each fit can be judged by comparing the estimated flux densities in each band (i.e.,
blue squares and red plus signs), with the actual measurements (i.e., black diamonds with error bars). Two envelopes are overlaid in the case of β
free: the (T + σT , β − σβ) modified blackbody emission model (red dotted curve), and the (T − σT , β + σβ) model (red dashed curve).
Sect. 4.4), and that the SED can be approximated by a single
modified blackbody emission law:
S ν = ΩcκνBν (T ) NH2μmH, (4)
where S ν is the flux density at the frequency ν integrated over
the solid angle Ωc = πσMajσMin with σMaj and σMin the major
and minor axis of the Gaussian ellipse of the source, Bν(T ) is
the Planck function at temperature T , NH2 is the column density,
μ = 2.33 is the mean molecular weight, and mH is the mass of
atomic hydrogen. The dust opacity κν is defined by
κν = κ0
(
ν
ν0
)β
, (5)
where κ0 is the value in cm2g−1 of the opacity at the reference
frequency ν0, and β is the dust emissivity spectral index. This
modelling involves a maximum of three free parameters (T , β
and normalisation) to fit four data points, yielding at least one
degree of freedom.
The fitting procedure is based on a reduced χ2 analysis, and
uses the 1σ uncertainties on the input flux densities derived from
the Monte Carlo analysis of Sect. 2.5, i.e., 40% in the IRIS 3 THz
band and 8% in Planck bands. The χ2 minimisation is performed
on a pre-calculated grid taking into account the colour correction
as defined in Planck HFI Core Team (2011b) and gives the exact
minimum of χ2 in the (T , β, normalisation) space at the grid
resolution, i.e., 0.01 K in T and 0.01 in β. It also provides the
associated 1σ uncertainty of the parameters by integrating the
likelihood over the grid. We try two alternative models, which
we now describe.
Firstly, we fix the spectral index to β = 2 (Boulanger et al.
1996). The χ2 minimisation is then performed on the T and nor-
malisation parameters only, leading to two degrees of freedom.
We provide a few examples of such SEDs and associated fits
in Fig. 1, for various cases of temperature and spectral index,
with more examples given in Appendix D. However, the colour–
colour diagram of Fig. 2 shows that single modified blackbody
emission models with β = 2 cannot explain the variety of cases
present in the data. Furthermore, the quality of the SED fits in
the case of β = 2 is illustrated in Fig. 3 which shows the distri-
bution of the reduced χ2 as a function of temperature. In the case
of fixed β = 2 (dark solid contours), the lower the temperature,
the poorer the quality of the χ2 fit.
Secondly, we perform a three parameter χ2 fit (on T , β and
normalisation). This introduces an additional degeneracy in the
fit results that is discussed below. The impact on the fit quality
is illustrated in Fig. 3: in the case of β being free (red dashed
contours), the distribution of the reduced χ2 varies less over the
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Fig. 2. Colour–colour diagram of the photometrically reliable cata-
logue: flux density ratio S 3000/S 857 versus S 353/S 857. The red lines show
the domain of the single modified blackbody emission models with
fixed values of β. The blue lines show the domain of the single mod-
ified blackbody emission models for fixed values of the temperature.
The locus β = 2 (red solid line) appears to be insufficient to fit all the
observational data points (black dots) of the C3PO photometrically re-
liable catalogue.
range of temperatures than when β is held fixed. The absolute
value of χ2 is lower than in the case β = 2, as expected with
the introduction of an additional free parameter to the fit. In the
framework of a single modified blackbody emission modelling
of the SEDs, assuming a free β results in a better fit to the obser-
vations although the best fit temperatures are nearly the same.
The known T −β degeneracy (e.g., Shetty et al. 2009b) could
affect these determinations. Figure 4 shows the distribution of
the fit parameters in relation to the colour ratios. For sources
with S 3000/S 857 > 0.1, this ratio is a good tracer of the tempera-
ture. Of special interest in our survey are the sources dominated
by intrinsically cold dust. For sources with S 3000/S 857 < 0.1,
99% of them show a temperature below 12 K in the case of β
free, and 96% of them below 13 K in the case of β = 2, showing
that the T–β degeneracy is not significantly affecting the fraction
of cold sources in this sample. This is illustrated in the two left
upper panels of Fig. 2. The lower left panel shows that they have
a corresponding high dust emissivity spectral index β. Not sur-
prisingly, the S 353/S 857 ratio is a tracer of β, but the fact that the
correlation shows a large scatter is an indication that a fraction of
the sources are cold enough not to be in the Rayleigh-Jeans do-
main in that frequency range. On the contrary, the temperature is
not constrained by the S 353/S 857 ratio (right middle panel). The
dependence on temperature seen for the β = 2 case (right up-
per panel) is an artifact imposed by the fixed value of β, leading
to a bad fit thus not a good temperature determination. Figure 2
shows that for β = 2 (red solid line), a low S 353/S 857 ratio forces
the solution to high temperatures, that may not be compatible
with low S 3000/S 857 values (see two left panels of Fig. 4). For the
cold sources selected with S 3000/S 857 < 0.1 and S 353/S 857 < 0.1
(narrow SEDs), representing ≈7% of the photometrically reli-
able sample, we are forced to keep β free in order to obtain rea-
sonable fits; this is not the case for warm sources. If instead of
fitting with a single temperature, we assumed a temperature dis-
tribution, then this would of course lead to even larger values
of β.
We can see on the few SEDs shown in Fig. 1 that the IRIS
point at 3 THz plays a crucial role in modelling these SEDs, and
obtaining the resulting temperature and spectral index estimates.
Fig. 3. 2D histogram of the reduced χ2 of the SED fitting as a function
of the temperature Tc (see Sect. 4.1) for the photometrically reliable
catalogue. The contours represent the 90%, 75%, 25%, 5% and 1% lev-
els of the maximum of the 2D histogram over the (χ2, Tc) space. Case 1
(black solid line): reduced χ2 obtained for β = 2 as a function of the
temperature inferred from the fit. When temperature becomes lower,
more objects have a larger χ2. Case 2 (red dashed line): reduced χ2 as a
function of the temperature obtained with a free β. The threshold χ2 = 2
(dash-dotted blue line) indicates the maximum level of χ2 that ensures
a reasonable fit.
Low estimates of the flux density at 3 THz lead to low temper-
ature estimates and high β values. For this reason special care
has been taken to properly estimate the accuracy of the flux den-
sity measurements in all bands (and especially at 3 THz) using
Monte Carlo analysis (see Sect. 2.5). More details on the dis-
tribution of the temperature and β estimates are presented in
Sects. 4.1 and 4.2.
2.5. SED fitting quality assessment
To assess the accuracy of our photometry algorithm, we have
performed Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. A total of 10 000
simulated sources are randomly injected into the all-sky IRIS
and Planck maps. The simulated SEDs are assumed to follow
a modified blackbody form. The temperature T is randomly
distributed between 6 K and 20 K, The associated spectral in-
dex β follows the Archeops distribution (Désert et al. 2008)
β = (11.5 ± 3.8) × T−0.66±0.054. This gives values from β = 3.5
at 6 K to β = 1.6 at 20 K, to which we add an additional ran-
dom variation of 20%. As we will see later in Sect. 4.2, both
the functional form and the dispersion of the β values are sim-
ilar to what is seen in Planck data and, therefore, provide an
adequate starting point for the estimation of the uncertainties.
The normalisation of the SEDs is constrained by the flux den-
sity at 857 GHz, which is chosen to follow a logarithmic random
distribution ranging from 10 to 500 Jy, covering 97% of the ob-
served distribution. An elliptical Gaussian profile is assumed,
with a FWHM spanning from 4.5′ to 7′ and an ellipticity rang-
ing from 0 to 0.87. All simulated flux densities take into account
the colour corrections. The complete process of photometry de-
scribed in Sect. 2.3 is then applied on this set of simulated data,
providing an estimate of all recovered quantities: flux densities;
FWHM; and ellipticity. A distinction is made between the var-
ious cases associated with the photometry flags introduced in
Sect. 2.3. Statistical bias and 1σ errors are derived and listed in
Tables 1 and 2, for all-sky and |b| < 25◦, respectively. A more
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Fig. 4. Dependence of the temperature of the cold clumps and the dust emissivity spectral index β on the colours at low and high frequency around
857 GHz. The temperature is obtained by performing an SED fit with a fixed β = 2 (upper panels) and a variable β (middle panels), while the
associated β is shown in the bottom panels. All quantities are given as a function of the S 3000/S 857 colour (left column) and of the S 353/S 857 colour
(right column).
detailed description of these results is provided in Appendix A
and illustrated in Fig. A.1.
This Monte Carlo analysis confirms why sources with Aper
forced set to “on” should be rejected from the physical study,
since for these sources flux densities are systematically under-
estimated by about 60%. For sources for which only an upper
limit at 3 THz has been provided by the algorithm (Upper 3 THz
set to “on”), the flux density at 3 THz is over-estimated by a fac-
tor of two. The discrepancy can reach a factor of three in regions
close to the Galactic plane. This illustrates the limitations on any
physical conclusions that could be drawn from this population of
sources. When a bad fit of the 3 THz background map has been
obtained (Bad Sfit 3 THz flag set to “on”), the main error comes
from the highly biased estimate of the FWHM (+31%), lead-
ing to an over-estimate of the flux densities in all bands. This
could happen when a strong source is embedded in a faint back-
ground structure (e.g., at high latitude), introducing a degeneracy
between the fit of the central elliptical Gaussian and the polyno-
mial fit of the background surface at 3 THz. Although the bias
and 1σ values of flux densities are smaller than in the Normal
case, due to the strong signal of these sources, we reject this pop-
ulation from the physical analysis, because they could introduce
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Table 1. Statistics of the Monte Carlo analysis performed to estimate the robustness of the photometry algorithm.
Normal Bad Sfit 3 THz Aper Forced Upper 3 THz
Quantity Bias [%] σ [%] Bias [%] σ [%] Bias [%] σ [%] Bias [%] σ [%]
S 3000 . . . . . . . . . . 1.4 31.7 1.0 4.7 −58.1 14.1 117.1 190.0
S 857 . . . . . . . . . . −5.0 6.2 3.9 3.2 −56.3 13.8 −11.0 6.0
S 545 . . . . . . . . . . −3.6 6.4 3.7 3.7 −55.8 14.4 −9.0 6.0
S 353 . . . . . . . . . . −5.0 7.3 2.4 4.7 −58.9 14.8 −10.0 6.7
FWHM . . . . . . . . −0.6 16.2 30.9 27.7 −25.2 16.3 −6.7 15.3
Ellipticity . . . . . . 0.0 8.2 0.0 9.5 . . . . . . 0.0 9.0
T . . . . . . . . . . . . −4.2 5.2 −4.1 1.6 −6.5 3.8 0.4 16.0
β . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.8 7.3 10.5 2.4 11.2 6.7 2.7 18.7
Notes. The bias (expressed as a percentage) is defined as the relative error between the median of the output distribution of the photometry
algorithm and the injected input. The 1σ uncertainty (also expressed as a percentage) represents the discrepancy around the most probable value
of the output distribution. Those quantities are given in the various cases corresponding to the output flags provided by the algorithm. Statistics of
the temperature and spectral index are also given here, to show the impact of the observed error on flux densities.
Table 2. Same as Table 1 in the Galactic plane (|b| < 25◦).
Normal Bad Sfit 3 THz Aper Forced Upper 3 THz
Quantity Bias [%] σ [%] Bias [%] σ [%] Bias [%] σ [%] Bias [%] σ [%]
S 3000 . . . . . . . . . . 11.5 44.3 0.8 8.4 −51.6 21.1 204.5 278.2
S 857 . . . . . . . . . . −4.0 8.1 2.1 4.7 −58.3 20.1 −10.4 7.1
S 545 . . . . . . . . . . −2.5 8.0 2.4 4.9 −57.4 21.3 −7.8 7.0
S 353 . . . . . . . . . . −3.4 8.7 1.9 5.5 −59.3 21.3 −8.7 7.4
FWHM . . . . . . . . 0.0 18.1 31.0 31.1 −24.4 16.9 −5.2 17.6
Ellipticity . . . . . . 0.0 9.3 −0.5 9.2 . . . . . . 0.1 10.4
T . . . . . . . . . . . . −2.1 6.3 −3.2 1.8 −4.4 6.2 6.8 20.6
β . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.1 8.2 9.3 2.6 5.6 12.3 −4.9 20.4
erroneous estimates of the physical properties based on a highly
biased source extent.
If we focus now on the Normal case, when the photome-
try algorithm has performed well, we first observe a slight bias
of all flux estimates that is only due to the photometry algo-
rithm and the process of warm background subtraction. The flux
density of the cold residual at 3 THz is over-estimated by 1.4%
over the whole sky, and even more (+11.5%) in the Galactic
plane. However, the flux densities in the Planck bands are under-
estimated by 2–5%. The associated 1σ errors are about 6–7% on
all-sky and 8–9% in the Galactic plane in the Planck bands and
about 40% in the 3 THz band. The impact of such a biased es-
timate of the fluxes will be discussed together with the results
on the SED fitting in Sect. 4.1. Finally the FWHM estimates are
biased by less than 1% and have an accuracy of about ±18%,
while the ellipticity does not present evidence of any bias, with
an accuracy of ±9%.
The Monte Carlo simulations described here demonstrate the
robustness of our photometry algorithm, and justify the rejection
of entire categories of objects using the photometry flags. After
rejecting all sources that present at least one of the flags Aper
Forced, PS Neg or Bad Sfit 3 THz, the remaining robust sample
consists of 9465 objects, divided into two categories: 1840 ob-
jects have only an upper limit estimate of the flux at 3 THz;
and 7625 that have well defined photometry in IRIS and Planck
bands. We will focus on this last category of 7625 sources for
the rest of the analysis on clump physical properties. Moreover,
based on this MC analysis, we will adopt the following estimate
of the 1σ uncertainty on flux densities: 40% for IRIS 3 THz;
and 8% for Planck bands. This error is much larger than the in-
trinsic pixel noise and so instrumental errors are neglected.
We have used the same set of MC simulations to assess
the quality of the SED fitting procedure described in Sect. 2.4
and the impact on the temperature and spectral index estimates.
This analysis shows that the recovered temperature is slightly
under-estimated (∼2% in the Galactic plane), while the associ-
ated spectral index is over-estimated by about 7%. The statistical
1σ uncertainties are about 6% and 8% for T and β, respectively.
This will be discussed in more detail in Sect. 4.1.
2.6. Cross-correlation with existing catalogues
As one step of the validation of the Planck detections, we have
performed an astrometric search on the SIMBAD database3 for
all known sources within a 5′ radius of the C3PO sources. There
are a large number of such objects in the SIMBAD database,
which raises the question of chance alignments. This is espe-
cially true for extragalactic objects, which have a reasonably
isotropic sky distribution. To judge the number of chance align-
ments that can be expected by performing this kind of search, we
have also conducted a SIMBAD cross-check on the positions of
a set of 1000 MC simulated catalogues presented in Sect. 3.2.1.
These MC realisations reproduce the object density of the Planck
catalogue per bin of longitude and latitude. The results presented
in Table 3 show that the number of coincidences in the ISM cate-
gory (gathering the inter-stellar medium objects) is significantly
3 http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/simbad/
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Fig. 5. Colour–Colour diagram of the photometrically reliable catalogue (black dots). In each panel, the over-plotted symbols represent the positive
cross-matches with non-ISM objects. The bottom right panel provides a summary of all positive cross-matches with non-ISM objects.
greater in the C3PO catalogue than the chance alignments es-
timated from the MC simulations. On the contrary, the fraction
of contaminants (i.e., Galaxies, QSOs, Radio Sources, Stars) is
always lower in C3PO than in the MC realisations. Thus extra-
galactic objects and Galactic non-dusty objects are mostly re-
jected by the detection algorithm, whereas actual ISM structures
are preferentially detected. A more detailed comparison between
C3PO and the sub-category of the infra-red dark clouds (IRDCs)
catalogues is presented in Sect. 5.
Nevertheless the association with probable contaminants in
C3PO is still quite high (∼10.5%, i.e., 1130 objects) and not
all are necessarily the result of chance alignments. To disentan-
gle chance alignment from real matches, we use colour–colour
information, when reliable photometry is available (see Fig. 5).
From the 7625 sources presenting robust photometry, 706 still
have an association with probable contaminants. These objects
are mostly distributed in the bottom-left corner of the diagram,
typical of dust-dominated emitters. Only a few objects (17), lo-
cated in the top right corner, show the colour–colour properties
of radio emitters, suggesting real matches with extragalactic ob-
jects. Concerning the association with Stars, except for a few
X-ray emitters, most SIMBAD matches seem associated with
dusty emission, and so probably represent chance alignment.
Thus the remaining sample of 689 probable contaminants, for
which the probability of chance alignment is high, is not re-
moved from the catalogue.
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Table 3. Cross-match with SIMBAD database for C3PO and simulated
catalogues, for each category of SIMBAD type.
SIMBAD type C3PO MC
[%] [%]
ISM . . . . . . . . . . 49.0 21.7
Stars . . . . . . . . . . 2.4 4.9
Galaxies . . . . . . . 2.1 7.4
Radio Sources . . . 5.3 7.7
QSOs . . . . . . . . . 0.2 0.3
Others . . . . . . . . . 0.5 0.2
New detections . . 40.4 57.8
Notes. The MC column gives an estimate of the probability of chance
alignment found in the Monte Carlo simulations for each SIMBAD
type.
A total of 441 objects are rejected from the initial C3PO cata-
logue after this cross-correlation with ancillary data: 424 have no
reliable photometry and are a priori rejected, due to a probable
association with non-ISM objects; while the 17 others have reli-
able photometry but are clearly identified as extragalactic objects
using the colour–colour information.
2.7. Building the catalogues
Starting from the 10 783 source detections over the whole sky
(see Sect. 2), two types of selection are applied. On the one
hand, the cross-correlation with ancillary data identifies 441 sus-
picious candidates which may be associated with contaminants
like extragalactic sources or stars (see Sect. 2.6). On the other
hand, the quality of the flux density extraction has been quan-
tified (see Sect. 2.3), providing flags that allow the rejection of
entire categories of sources, because of their lack of robustness
or biases in estimates for at least one of the four IRIS plus Planck
bands. Four flags are used to discard the photometrically unre-
liable sources (see Sect. 2.5): Aper Forced (978); PSneg (229);
Bad Sfit 3 THz (140); and Upper 3 THz (2356). We stress that
overlap is possible between these flags. A total of 3158 objects
have at least one of the flags listed above.
Using all this information, we build two catalogues: a com-
plete catalogue and a photometrically reliable catalogue. The
complete catalogue requires only the cross-check with ancillary
data, leading to 10 342 objects. The photometrically reliable cat-
alogue requires both the cross-check with ancillary data, and
the absence of a photometric flag, ensuring the robustness of
the photometry. This last catalogue contains 7608 objects. Out
of the 7608 sources, 40% have no counterpart in the SIMBAD
database. In addition, these new detections have a similar SNR
distribution as the complete catalogue (spanning from 4 to 30)
and can be considered as reliable as those in the complete cata-
logue.
The Planck ECC sample has been defined as a subset of the
C3PO catalogue, following two criteria: a signal-to-noise ratio
greater than 15; and a temperature lower than 14 K. This selec-
tion leads to 915 objects. Further details on the properties of
this catalogue are given in Appendix C. The ECC has been in-
cluded in the ERCSC (Planck Collaboration 2011c), as an auxil-
iary product. The ERCSC has been built frequency by frequency,
and so some overlap exists with the ECC. A schematic descrip-
tion of these catalogues and the various sub-samples introduced
in this work is given in Fig. 6.
Fig. 6. Partitioning of the two main C3PO samples: the complete (yel-
low) catalogue; and the photometrically reliable (orange) catalogue.
The overlap between the sample for which we have distance estimates
with those two catalogues is shown in brown. We finally overlay the
ECC catalogue (blue) to show its overlap with the other samples. The
proportional overlaps between samples are respected in this diagram.
3. Spatial distribution
We now study the spatial distribution of C3PO clumps at three
different scales, which we refer to as large, medium and small
scales. The large scale study consists of an all-sky analysis of the
correlation between cold clumps and Galactic morphology. The
medium scale distribution handles shell- and loop-like Galactic
objects, covering areas from a few deg2 up to 150 deg2. Grouping
properties are finally analysed at small scales, i.e., about the de-
gree scale. Furthermore we provide an estimate of the heliocen-
tric distance for a sub-sample of such sources.
3.1. All-sky association with Galactic morphology
The all-sky distribution of the 10 342 sources of the complete
C3PO catalogue is presented in the upper panel of Fig. 7. Mostly
concentrated in the Galactic plane, the distribution clearly fol-
lows Galactic structures between latitudes of −20◦ and +20◦.
However, a few detections are observed at high Galactic lati-
tude (|b| > 30◦) and after cross-correlation with external cata-
logues have been confirmed not to be extragalactic in origin (see
Sect. 2.6).
In the middle panel of Fig. 7, contours of the integrated in-
tensity map of the CO J = 1→ 0 line are overlaid on the Planck
cold clumps density all-sky map. This CO map is a combination
of data from Dame et al. (2001) and NANTEN data (Fukui et al.
1999; Matsunaga et al. 2001; Mizuno & Fukui 2004), as defined
in Planck Collaboration (2011d). The correlation between CO
and C3PO cold clumps is quite impressive and demonstrates the
robustness of the detection process and the consistency of the
physical nature of these Planck cold objects. A detailed analysis
shows that more than 95% of the clumps are associated with CO
structures.
The lower panel of Fig. 7 shows the same kind of spatial
correlation with the all-sky extinction, AV , map (Dobashi 2011).
The AV map traces more diffuse regions of the Galaxy and ex-
tends to higher latitudes, where cold clumps are also present.
About 75% of the C3PO objects are associated with an extinc-
tion greater than 1.
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Cold Clump Density Map
CO contours on Cold Clump Density Map
AV contours on Cold Clump Density Map
Fig. 7. Upper panel: all-sky map of the number of C3PO Planck cold clumps per sky area (2◦ × 2◦). The ECC sources are overlaid as blue squares.
Middle panel: contours of 12CO J=1→0) line emission (0.1, 1, 4, 10, 30 K km s−1) are over-plotted on the C3PO density map, which is set to zero
where the CO map is not defined (limited by the blue contours). The resolution of the CO map is 2◦. Lower panel: visual extinction contours
(AV = 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 mag) are over-plotted on the C3PO density map, which is set to zero where AV is lower than 0.1 mag (blue
contours). The AV map is also at a resolution of 2◦.
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Fig. 8. Planck-HFI map at 857 GHz (in MJy sr−1) of the Taurus cloud
area, showing the location and extent (at one FWHM) of the C3PO cold
sources. C3PO cold sources are clearly distributed along the filaments
of submillimetre dust emission, also known to be the coldest regions in
IRAS colours (Abergel et al. 1994).
3.2. Association with medium scale structures
Superimposed on the large-scale spiral structure of the Galaxy
is a distribution of features known variously as shells, holes,
loops, bubbles, arcs, filaments, superbubbles, supershells, etc.,
which has been referred to as the “Cosmic Bubble Bath” (Brand
& Zealey 1975) or the “Violent ISM” (McCray & Snow 1979).
These structures are characterised by an underdensity or over-
density of interstellar matter – either neutral or ionised – and are
thought to be directly connected to the star-formation process
(Blaauw 1991), forming loop-like, hole-like and filamentary-like
structures. The Taurus cloud illustrates the case (see Fig. 8). This
low-mass star-formation complex has been subject to extensive
studies, due to its proximity (140 pc, Elias 1978). The far-IR data
show an intricate pattern of filaments, cavities and rings, which is
also visible in the 12CO and 13CO data (Goldsmith et al. 2008).
The C3PO cold clumps in this field are predominantly found
along the filaments and shells.
Shells and loops are structures characterised by a deficiency
of interstellar matter in their interior, accompanied by an over-
density at the edges. They typically range in size from less than
100 pc to more than 1000 pc. Some, but not all, are observed
to expand (for expanding H i shells see e.g., Ehlerová & Palouš
2005). These types of objects can be well represented by ellipti-
cal rings. We provide here an overview of the distribution of the
C3PO clumps with respect to the overall distribution of shells (as
defined in H i, see Heiles 1984) and loops (traced by far-IR data,
see e.g., Schwartz 1987; Kiss et al. 2004). The cold clump sur-
face density is remarkably high in the Taurus-Auriga-Perseus-
Orion region (hereafter Taurus-Orion, see Fig. 9). Taurus-Orion
is also characterised by a particular wealth of arcs, filaments and
clustered sources, and we therefore use it as a special test case
for our analysis, that we compare to the all-sky distribution. We
stress that we have removed the region centred on the Galactic
plane (|b| < 5◦) from this analysis, due to the high confusion
level.
In our discussion, we will refer to three selections: IN, the
area inside the fitted profile of the loops/shells; ON, coincident
with the ring itself; and OFF, the area outside all rings. We first
carry out the all-sky correlation between the C3PO cold clumps
and the different integrated areas relative to the shells/loops. We
study this correlation shell-by-shell and loop-by-loop. For each
shell/loop i we calculate the C3PO surface density nONi defined
Fig. 9. Surface density map of the C3PO sources in the Taurus-Orion
region, with the inner and outer boundaries of far-IR loops (Könyves
et al. 2006) overlaid.
Table 4. Surface density (expressed in number per deg2) of C3PO
sources and Monte Carlo simulations for H i supershells in the three
cases: IN shell; ON shell; and OFF areas.
Region Selection C3PO MC
IN 0.76 0.76 ± 0.02
Taurus-Orion ON 0.91 0.85 ± 0.02
OFF 0.79 1.06 ± 0.05
IN 0.184 0.175± 0.002
All-sky ON 0.322 0.238± 0.005
OFF 0.056 0.097± 0.002
Notes. Values for both the Taurus-Orion region and for all-sky are pre-
sented. For Monte Carlo simulations, the mean value of the distribution
is given along with the 1σ dispersion.
Table 5. Same as Table 4 for IRAS loops.
Region Selection C3PO MC
IN 0.65 1.02 ± 0.03
Taurus-Orion ON 1.21 0.91 ± 0.03
OFF 0.56 0.60 ± 0.02
IN 0.119 0.135± 0.004
All-sky ON 0.193 0.122± 0.003
OFF 0.144 0.173± 0.002
as the number of C3PO objects falling on the shell/loop divided
by the area of the ring of the shell/loop.
3.2.1. Simulated samples
In order to evaluate the reliability of the observed distribution
of C3PO objects, we produce MC simulated samples (hereafter
MC samples). In each of the 1000 MC samples the observed
number of sources (10 342) are randomly placed onto the sky
following the marginal distributions of the C3PO catalogue in
(l, b) Galactic coordinates with a resolution of 5◦.
To test the all-sky correlation we calculate the surface den-
sity values in each of the 1000 MC simulations for the different
integrated areas (IN, ON, OFF). The mean values and standard
deviations are presented in column “MC” of Tables 4 and 5. For
the shell-by-shell and loop-by-loop analysis, the surface densi-
ties n˜ONi are defined for each shell/loop i as the average over
the 1000 MC realisations, with their associated standard devia-
tion σ˜ONi .
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3.2.2. H i shells
We investigate the spatial correlation of the C3PO cold clumps
with the shells and supershells catalogued by Heiles (1984) us-
ing the 21-cm line surveys by Weaver & Williams (1973) and
Heiles & Habing (1974). Heiles (1984) listed objects only at
|b| < 10◦, and physical sizes and distances are available for
34 H i shells. The average diameter is 0.82 kpc, at an average
distance of 6.1 kpc. We define a shell width individually for each
H i shell using the NASA LAMBDA4 H i column density fore-
ground maps.
The results of the all-sky analysis are compiled in Table 4.
The distribution of the C3PO surface density ON the studied
structures shows a significant excess compared to the simula-
tions. The excess in the Taurus-Orion region compared to the
MC samples ON the H i shells is 2.6σ (respectively, 17σ for the
all-sky case). On the contrary, the surface densities for OFF are
slightly lower in the C3PO case compared to the simulated case.
However, the surface density IN is not significantly different be-
tween C3PO and simulations. Thus C3PO cold clumps seem to
be preferentially distributed ON the H i shells, whether in the
Taurus-Orion region or over the whole sky.
3.2.3. IRAS loops
IRAS loops were identified by Könyves et al. (2006) in the
framework of an investigation of the large-scale structure of
the diffuse ISM, started by Kiss et al. (2004) using the 60 and
100μm ISSA data (IRAS Sky Survey Atlas, Wheelock et al.
1994). Galactic infrared loops (GIRLs, Könyves et al. 2006) by
definition must show an excess far-IR intensity confined to an
arc-like feature extending to at least 60% of a complete ellipse-
shaped ring. The thicknesses of the rings are given in the cata-
logue for all GIRLs. For about 20% of them a distance is also
provided, that gives an average diameter of 0.09 pc at an aver-
age distance of 1.1 kpc. The potential role of the loops in the
star-formation process has first been discussed by Kiss et al.
(2006) and Tóth & Kiss (2007). The catalogue of IRAS GIRLs
(Könyves et al. 2006) contains 462 far-IR loops, but for this anal-
ysis we only take into account the loops which are not com-
pletely within the Galactic plane (|b| < 5◦), yielding 427 objects.
Figure 9 shows the surface density map of C3PO in the
Taurus-Orion region with the far-IR loops overlaid. A first by-
eye analysis already provides strong hints of a correlation be-
tween these loops and the distribution of the cold clumps. The
statistical analysis in Taurus-Orion and all-sky (see Table 5) con-
firms these results, with, respectively, 11σ and 24σ excess of ON
surface densities, compared to simulations. In the Taurus-Orion
region the surface density ON the GIRLs is 6.3 times higher than
the all-sky value. Moreover the all-sky surface density IN ap-
pears to be lower than the ON and OFF surface densities. This
corresponds to the definition of the GIRLs, which says that the
IN regions are “holes” in the interstellar medium.
When looking at the loop-per-loop analysis, over the total
427 GIRLS, 180 are not empty, and as many as 68 loops show
a clear excess (>3σ) of C3PO surface densities ON the loops.
These regions are interesting candidates to be followed-up, in
order to study the correlation between the Planck cold clumps
and those medium scale loops.
4 http://lambd.gsfc.nasa.gov
3.3. Small scale clustering of C3PO sources
3.3.1. Method
Groups in the C3PO sample were identified using the Minimal
Spanning Tree (MST) method of Cartwright & Whitworth
(2004), as described in Gutermuth et al. (2009) and Beerer et al.
(2010). The MST is the unique network of straight lines join-
ing a set of points, such that: i) the total length of all the lines
(hereafter “edges”) in the network is minimised; and ii) there are
no closed loops. The construction of such a tree is described
by Gower & Ross (1969). Starting at any point, an edge is
created joining that point to its nearest neighbour. The tree is
then extended by always constructing the shortest link between
one of its nodes and an unconnected point, until all the points
have been connected (Cartwright & Whitworth 2004). Within
the MST structure, groups can be separated as having “small”
branch lengths between all members, i.e., less than some cutoff
branch length.
We calculated the nearest neighbour distances for the C3PO
clumps. Following Gutermuth et al. (2009) we computed the cu-
mulative number of nearest neighbour distances with length d or
smaller in the Taurus-Orion region, as a function of d. We de-
rived the cutoff length as defined by the intersection between the
two straight lines fitted on the two ends of the distribution. In our
case, a cutoff length (i.e., maximum allowed distance between a
group member core and a given subgraph) of 25′ was adopted.
We note that the definition of groups strongly depends on the
value used as the critical MST branch length; larger values tend
to increase the number of group members, while smaller values
tend to decrease the number of members (Kirk & Myers 2011).
3.3.2. Grouping properties
The results obtained with the MST method are compiled in
Table 6. We first observe in the Taurus-Orion region that the av-
erage number of groups in the MC samples and in C3PO are
similar. For the all-sky data, the MC samples show 30% fewer
groups (at 25σ) than in C3PO. We also investigate the properties
of sub-samples of larger groups, containing at least four objects.
Thus we define the fraction of groups with at least four members
compared to the number of all groups as NG4+/NG. This fraction
is 38% in the Taurus-Orion region and 28% over the whole-sky
(see Table 6). These fractions are significantly higher than the
mean values derived from the MC simulations. We see here the
same behaviour for the Taurus-Orion region and for the whole
sky. We also investigated the variation of NG and NG4+/NG as a
function of the cutoff length in the range 10′ to 30′ . For any cut-
off length, the average NG and NG4+/NG in the MC samples were
25–45% less than in the C3PO data. This analysis shows that
the clustering of the C3PO cold clumps is real, and that larger
groups are more common in C3PO than in random distributions.
The elongation of groups was analyzed for all those having
more than three members. Figure 10 shows a group of C3PO
sources in the Taurus-Orion region. We used the Cartwright &
Whitworth (2004) definition of cluster radius, Rc, as the distance
between the mean position of all cluster members and the most
distant sources. Following Schmeja & Klessen (2006) the area A
of the cluster was estimated using the convex hull (the minimal
convex set containing the set of points X in a real vector space V)
of the data points. The convex hull radius, Rh, is defined as the
radius of a circle with an area equal to the area A of the convex
hull of the data points. Schmeja & Klessen (2006) describe the
elongation measure ξ as: ξ = Rc/Rh.
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Table 6. Number and properties of identified groups in the C3PO data
and the Monte Carlo simulations for the Taurus-Orion and for the all-
sky distribution.
Region C3PO MC
NG 248 259± 10
Taurus-Orion NG4+/NG 0.38 0.16± 0.02
ξ 2.15 2.42± 0.94
NG 2119 1496± 25
All-sky NG4+/NG 0.28 0.16± 0.02
ξ 2.54 2.5± 1.3
Notes. NG is the number of groups, NG4+ is the number of groups with at
least four members, and ξ denotes the average elongation of the groups.
In the case of the MC results, the average over the 1000 realisations is
provided, with its associated standard deviation.
For a fully spherical group, the elongation measure would
be 1. If we approximate the shape of the groups with an el-
lipse, then elongation measures 1.4, 1.7, 2 and 3.2 correspond to
axis ratios of 1:2, 1:3, 1:4 and 1:10, respectively. We calculated
the elongation measure for all the 602 groups with N > 3. We
found a mean elongation of ∼2.2 in the Taurus-Orion region, and
∼2.5 in the all-sky distribution (see Table 6). These elongations
correspond to an axis ratio of 1:4.8 in the Taurus-Orion region
and 1:6.3 in the all-sky sample. However, the mean elongation of
the filaments in the MC samples (cf. Sect. 3.2.1) does not differ
from that in C3PO in these regions (see Table 6). We also inves-
tigated the mean elongation in the C3PO data for different cutoff
lengths, and we found that the average elongation of the groups
is basically insensitive to this quantity. We actually do not see
any evidence for elongation of the largest groups (N > 3) in the
C3PO catalogue using this analysis.
3.4. Distance estimation
Distance estimates are essential to properly analyse the
population of detected cold clumps. Four different methods are
required to cover all the sources: association with IRDCs; associ-
ation with known molecular complexes; a three dimensional ex-
tinction method using the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS
Skrutskie et al. 2006); and using Sloan Digital Sky Survey
(SDSS, Abazajian et al. 2003) data.
3.4.1. Distances to IRDCs
Simon et al. (2006b) and Jackson et al. (2008) provide kinematic
distance estimates for a total of 497 IRDCs extracted from the
MSX catalogue (Simon et al. 2006a) that consists of 10 931 ob-
jects. Kinematic distances are obtained via the observed radial
velocity of gas tracers in the plane of the Galaxy. By assuming
that the Galactic gas follows circular orbits and a Galactic rota-
tion curve, an observed radial velocity at a given longitude corre-
sponds to a unique Galactocentric radius. This means that in the
inner Galaxy, two heliocentric distances are possible. This tech-
nique is only applicable in the plane and requires the availability
of appropriate molecular data. We find 127 Planck cold sources,
over the complete catalogue, associated with IRDCs that already
have a kinematic distance estimate. This number decreases to
32 associations over the 7608 objects of the photometrically re-
liable C3PO catalogue.
Fig. 10. A sample group of C3PO sources in the Taurus-Orion region,
overlaid on the cold residual map in MJy sr−1. In this case, the elonga-
tion measure is ξ = 3.4. Black asterisks show the C3PO cold sources,
solid lines indicate the MST edges and black dashed lines indicate the
convex hull (defined in Sect. 3.3.2). The radius of the red dashed circle
denotes Rc. Offset coordinates are used here, with the origin being the
centre of the group.
A more recent study by Marshall et al. (2009) uses an ex-
tinction method, detailed in Sect. 3.4.3, on the same MSX cat-
alogue of IRDCs, to derive the distance to 1259 objects. This
yields 188 associations with C3PO clumps over the complete
catalogue, and 47 over the photometrically reliable catalogue.
3.4.2. Distances to known molecular complexes
A simple inspection of the all-sky distribution of cold clumps
suggests that it follows known molecular complexes. Many of
these molecular complexes have distance estimates in the liter-
ature. To assign the distance of a complex to a particular cold
clump we use the CO map of Dame et al. (2001) to trace the
structure of the molecular cloud above a given threshold, and
test for the presence of cold clumps inside this region. The as-
sociation has been performed on 14 molecular complexes (see
Table 7) located outside the Galactic plane, to reduce the level
of confusion, leading to 1152 distance estimates over the com-
plete catalogue and 947 on the photometric reliable catalogue.
3.4.3. Distances from extinction signature
Genetic forward modelling (using the pikaia code, Charbonneau
1995) is used along with the 2MASS data and the Besançon
Galactic model (Robin et al. 2003) to deduce the three dimen-
sional distribution of interstellar extinction towards the cold
clump detections. The derived dust distribution can then be used
to determine the distance of the sources, independently of kine-
matic models of the Milky Way. Along a line of sight that crosses
a cold clump, the extinction is seen to rise sharply at the distance
of the cloud. The method is fully explained in Marshall et al.
(2006) and Marshall et al. (2009).
The distance, as determined by this technique, provides line
of sight information on the dust distribution. However, it does
not have sufficient angular resolution to perform morphologi-
cal matches on the cold clumps. To ensure that the extinction
rise detected along the line of sight is indeed related to the inner
structure we perform a consistency check on the column density
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Table 7. Molecular complexes used to associate C3PO cold clumps to
well-known Galactic structures, for which an estimate of the distance is
available, as detailed in Sect. 3.4.2.
Name l b Area Distance No.
[deg] [deg] [deg2] [pc]
Aquila Serpens . . 28 3 30 260 59
Polaris Flare . . . . 123 24 134 150 55
Camelopardalis . . 148 20 159 240 11
Ursa Major . . . . . 148 35 44 240 13
Taurus . . . . . . . . . 170 −15 883 140 393
Taurus Perseus . . . 170 −15 883 350 227
λ Ori . . . . . . . . . . 196 −13 113 400 66
Orion . . . . . . . . . 212 −9 443 450 353
Chamaeleon . . . . . 300 −16 27 150 114
Ophiuchus . . . . . . 355 17 422 150 311
Hercules . . . . . . . 45 9 35 300 16
derived from the extinction and from the source flux density, cor-
rected for its temperature. Only detections where the two column
densities are in agreement within a factor of two are retained.
This leads to distance estimates for 978 objects of the complete
and photometrically reliable catalogue.
3.4.4. Distances from SDSS
Distances to cold clumps within 1 kpc are obtained by analysis
of distance-reddening relations for late spectral type stars within
the line of sight to each source (Mc Gehee, in prep.). M stars are
used because they can be dereddened to their true spectral types,
while the stellar loci of the earlier spectral types is almost paral-
lel to the reddening vector and hence the true spectral type can-
not be recovered. We determine the intrinsic g−i colour from the
measured Qgri = (g − r) − [E(g − r)/E(r − i)] (r − i) reddening-
invariant index using the median stellar locus of Covey et al.
(2007). This is equivalent to dereddening to the M dwarf locus
in the (g − r, r − i) colour–colour diagram. The reddening coef-
ficients used are those of Schlafly et al. (2010) and photometric
parallaxes are determined following Bochanski et al. (2010).
A simple profile model, consisting of a single step function
convolved with a Gaussian (to model errors in the determina-
tion of distance modulus), is fit to the derived E(B − V) and
distance values. Profiles with extreme fitted Gaussian widths, or
with poor fits as judged by high rms values, are considered unre-
liable. Analysis of calibration fields containing the well-studied
Orion B Cloud, reveal that the recovered distance moduli are
underestimated by 0.35 mag, consistent with the bias expected
from the Mdwarf multiplicity fraction.
This processing yields 1452 distance estimates in the entire
catalogue, computed using stars within a 15′ radius of each po-
sition. Of these, 349 profiles, primarily in regions of lower ex-
tinction, are of acceptable quality.
3.4.5. Combined results
The number of sources for which distances could be recovered
depends on the method used (cf. Table 8). There is some over-
lap, but each method has its distinct advantages according to the
distance range being considered.
The agreement between the estimates obtained with the
SDSS extinction and the association to molecular complexes
is good. While no bias is observed between these two distance
estimates, the discrepancy can reach 50% in some cases, which
Fig. 11. Distribution of C3PO cold clumps as seen from the North
Galactic Pole. Colours stand for methods used to estimate distance:
molecular Complex association (green); SDSS extinction (light blue);
2MASS extinction (dark blue); IRDCs extinction (orange); and IRDCs
kinematic (red). The red dashed circle shows the 1 kpc radius around
the Sun. Black dashed lines represent the spiral arms and local bar. The
black circles give the limits of the molecular ring.
gives an estimate of the uncertainty of those two methods. The
agreement between the distance estimates obtained with the as-
sociation to IRDCs and the 2MASS extinction is also fairly
good, with about a 20% systematic over-estimate of the extinc-
tion method compared to the kinetic method, and with a maxi-
mum associated discrepancy of 50%. This study is in agreement
with the comparison performed by Peretto & Fuller (2010) be-
tween the distance estimates of Marshall et al. (2009), Simon
et al. (2006b) and Jackson et al. (2008) on IRDCs. On the other
hand no agreement is obtained between the SDSS extinction and
the 2MASS extinction methods on the fraction of objects (144)
for which we have both estimates. The 2MASS distance esti-
mates are about 2.5 times larger than the SDSS distance esti-
mates on average, and can reach a factor of four in some cases.
The 2MASS extinction method is not very sensitive to nearby
extinction features (D < 1 kpc), as there are not enough stars to
accurately determine the line of sight information. In contrast,
the extinction method using SDSS is designed for nearby ob-
jects. For objects within 1 kpc, we have preferably used SDSS
distances when available, or molecular complex distances oth-
erwise. We finally estimate that the uncertainty of our distance
estimates is about a factor of two.
The number of objects for which we have a distance estimate
is 2619, out of a total of 7608 objects in our photometrically re-
liable subset, i.e., ∼34%. The distances of the cold clumps range
from 0.1 to 7 kpc, but they are mainly concentrated in the nearby
Solar neighbourhood, as shown in Fig. 11. This type of dis-
tribution has already been demonstrated using simulations (see
Fig. 10 of Montier et al. 2010). The lack of detections at large
distances is mainly caused by the effects of confusion within
the Galactic plane, which reduces the efficiency of the detection
method. Nevertheless, when comparing the distance distribution
of the C3PO cold clumps associated with MSX IRDCs with the
total sample of Simon et al. (2006b) in Fig. 12, we notice that the
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Table 8. Number of distance estimates available for the C3PO sources
for each method.
Method Complete C3PO Phot. reliable C3PO
(Total in sample) (10 342) (7608)
IRDCs Kinematic . . . . . . . 127 32
IRDCs Extinction . . . . . . . 188 47
2MASS Extinction . . . . . . 978 978
SDSS Extinction . . . . . . . 1452 1004
Molecular Complexes . . . . 1152 947
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3411 2619
Notes. Notice that the total numbers are not equal to the sum of all
methods, due to overlap between them.
Fig. 12. Distance distribution of the MSX IRDCs (Simon et al. 2006b,
solid blue line) and of the subset associated with the cold clumps of the
complete C3PO catalogue (dash-dot-dot-dot red line) and the photomet-
rically reliable subset of C3PO (dashed red line).
fraction of C3PO-IRDC matches does not depend on distance
and extends to 8 kpc.
Because the subset of C3PO cold clumps with a distance es-
timate has been obtained using different methods, exploring var-
ious regions and distances over the sky, this sample appears het-
erogeneous. The completeness of the catalogue with respect to
distances is quite difficult to assess. Thus we define two sub-
sets for further analysis, for which we know that the sample
is more reliable and homogeneous: the first subset (1790 ob-
jects) deals with local objects (D < 1 kpc) and uses only esti-
mates from molecular complex associations and SDSS extinc-
tion; the second subset (674 objects) focuses on more distant
objects (D > 1 kpc) and uses only 2MASS extinction estimates
and IRDC associations.
4. Physical properties
4.1. Temperature
The fitting procedure described in Sect. 2.4 has been applied
to the SEDs including four bands (IRIS 3 THz and Planck 857,
545 and 353 GHz), to obtain temperature estimates. This process
takes into account the 1σ uncertainties on the input flux densities
derived from the Monte Carlo analysis in Sect. 2.5, i.e., 40% for
the IRIS 3 THz band and 8% for Planck bands. For each source,
two temperatures are derived: (1) the temperature of the cold
clump Tc, based on the SED fits of the cold residuals (Sect. 2.3);
and (2) the temperature of the warm background Tw obtained
from the SED fits performed on the warm background.
The resulting distributions of cold clump Tc and warm back-
ground Tw temperatures are shown on Fig. 13 for β = 2 (dashed
Fig. 13. Distribution of the temperature of the cold clumps (blue) of
the photometrically reliable catalogue and their associated warm back-
ground (red) estimated inside the elliptical Gaussian of the clump itself,
when using a fixed spectral index β = 2 (dashed line) or a variable β
(solid line). The green curve gives the distribution of the temperature es-
timates for the C3PO sources that present only an upper limit at 3 THz.
This temperature is then only an upper limit estimate, associated with a
lower limit on the spectral index β.
lines) and for β free (solid lines). In the case where β is fixed
at 2, the uncertainty on the temperature estimates is about 7%.
The cold clump temperature Tc (blue dashed curve) distribution
is shifted by a few degrees with respect to that of the warm back-
ground Tw (red dashed curve). This is consistent with what is
expected from the extraction method of these cold sources. The
temperatures of the cold clump and of the warm background
peak at about 13 K and 15 K, respectively. The temperature dis-
tribution of the warm background extends over the known range
in dust temperatures in the diffuse Galactic ISM. The temper-
ature of the clumps Tc ranges from 9 K to 16 K, with a frac-
tion 12% of them at Tc < 12K, as discussed in Sect. 2.4.
Treating β as a free parameter does not significantly af-
fect these distributions. The associated spectral index β varies
from 1.5 to 3, with an uncertainty of 21% and a mean value of 2.1
for cold clumps and 1.8 for the total emission, consistent with
other studies based on Planck data (Planck Collaboration 2011d;
Planck Collaboration 2011t; Planck Collaboration 2011g). The
fraction of cold clumps with a temperature Tc < 12 K is
now 31%.
These results have to be corrected for two effects: the impact
of the photometry algorithm itself; and the relative calibration
uncertainty between IRIS and Planck. We first recall that a bias
of about −2% on T and 7% on β are induced by the photometry
algorithm itself (see Sect. 2.5). On the other hand, the calibration
uncertainty of flux densities (see Sect. B) does not introduced
any bias on T or β, but generates an error of about 8% on β
and from 3% to 5% on T , that should be added quadratically to
the uncertainty due to statistical errors. All these considerations
lead to a final range of temperature of the clump Tc spanning
the range 7 K to 19 K, with an uncertainty of about 9%, and a
spectral index β varying from 1.4 to 2.8, with an uncertainty of
about 23%. The temperature of the clump Tc obtained in the
case β free is defined as the reference temperature of the source,
especially in the physical analysis. This temperature is indica-
tive of the average temperature of these sources over the Planck
beam.
In addition, 1805 sources from the complete catalogue
present only an upper limit estimate for their flux densities at
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Fig. 14. The temperature and spectral index values from the catalogue
and the fitted β(T ) relations. The relation estimated from IRIS 3 THz
and the three highest frequency HFI channels is shown as a blue line
with 1σ uncertainties denoted with dashed lines. The relation obtained
from the Archeops survey (Désert et al. 2008) is shown as a red solid
line, within ±1σ red dashed curves.
3 THz (without any other photometric flag), which constrains
even better the dust temperature. The distribution of this upper
limit temperature, shown as a green line in Fig. 13, peaks at 11 K
and varies from 7 K to 19 K. This Upper 3 THz flag can be set
when the confusion level is too high (in the Galactic plane), or
when the sensitivity of IRAS (1 Jy) is reached. This population
of sources represents a very interesting sample of cold sources
(another sub-sample of which is discussed in Sect. 5.2).
4.2. T – β relation
In order to examine the possible dependence between Tc and β,
the values were fitted with a formula
β = (δ + ωT )−1, (6)
(see Dupac et al. 2003). The least squares fit gave parameters
δ = 0.020 and ω = 0.035. Figure 14 shows the distribution of
the C3PO sources (black dots) in the β−T space, and the best fit
line (blue solid curve), with its associated 1σ errors. This fit is in
a good agreement with the relation derived from Archeops cold
sources (Désert et al. 2008), which is overlaid in red solid lines,
with its associated 1σ errors in red dashed lines. Because Planck
and Archeops have submillimetre bands in common, it is encour-
aging to observe such an agreement between both populations of
cold sources, even although the noise level on Planck detectors
has been considerably reduced compared to the Archeops case,
and the number of cold objects has been multiplied by about 30.
To estimate the uncertainties in the parameters, we carried
out Monte Carlo simulations starting with the observed source
flux densities. The uncertainties of the flux density values were
taken to be 40% for the IRIS 3 THz band and 8% for the three
Planck bands. In each Monte Carlo realisation of the catalogue,
we included additional variations in the calibration. The calibra-
tion factors were generated from a normal distribution and were
taken to be 13.5% for the IRIS observations, 7% for the 545 GHz
and 857 GHz data and 2% for the 353 GHz Planck band. The
same calibration scaling was applied to the two highest fre-
quency Planck bands, because their calibration is based on cor-
relation with the same FIRAS template (see Appendix B). With
the estimated statistical uncertainties, the result for the analysis
of the four bands is δ = 0.020 ± 0.001 and ω = 0.035 ± 0.001.
Fig. 15. Monte Carlo analysis of the noise effects on the β(Tc) relation.
The black dots correspond to a synthetic sample, where the source flux
densities have been scaled to be consistent with a constant value of β.
The green points show the Tc and β values extracted from data, where
we have added to these flux densities the estimated observational noise.
The red line is the fit to these points. The observed relation obtained
using C3PO sources (blue line, cf. Fig. 14) is significantly steeper.
In the presence of observational errors, such as the uncertain-
ties mentioned above, the T and β parameters become anticorre-
lated (Schwartz 1982; Dupac et al. 2003; Shetty et al. 2009b).
We used MC simulations to determine the degree of anticor-
relation that in our case can be produced solely by the obser-
vational noise. We started with the flux densities, temperatures,
and spectral indices listed in the photometrically reliable C3PO
catalogue. For each source, the flux densities were scaled with
ν2.2−β to produce a synthetic sample in which the spectral index
is approximately constant but the deviations from the modified
blackbody emission curve are consistent with the observations.
The resulting (T , β) points are plotted in Fig. 15 as black dots.
In the MC study, noise was added to the flux densities and the T
and β values were estimated again. The observed relation is no
longer flat (green points and the red least squares line) because
of the correlated errors in the determination of the two parame-
ters. The scatter is larger than for the observed points (Fig. 14),
suggesting that the noise in this MC test was at least not under-
estimated. Nevertheless, the fitted β(T ) curve is flatter than the
relation observed in the catalogue (blue curve) and the hypoth-
esis of an intrinsically flat β(T ) relation can be excluded with
more than 99% confidence. We recall here that for the coldest
sources both the temperature and β are well constrained by the
colours (see Sect. 2.4 and Fig. 4).
Moreover the process of integrating over the 5′ Planck beam
could mix components at various temperature. As studied by
Shetty et al. (2009a) in the case of mixing two temperature com-
ponents and by Malinen et al. (2011) in the case of a simple
cold core modelling with internal heating source, the effect of
temperature variations along the line-of-sight can produce such
a Tc–β anti-correlation. Notice that the scatter of the MC test
performed in this work (green points of Fig. 15) is compatible
with the scatter obtained in Fig. 6 of Shetty et al. (2009a), given
the uncertainties of Planck and IRIS data. However the observed
spectral index β (>2) at low temperature (Tc < 12 K) cannot be
reproduced by such temperature variations of individual compo-
nents with β = 2.
Using PRONAOS data, Dupac et al. (2003) claimed to
find an anti-correlation between the dust spectral index and
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temperature. Since then similar results have been obtained in
studies on Archeops cold cores (Désert et al. 2008), Boomerang
data (Veneziani et al. 2010) and recently Herschel data (Paradis
et al. 2010). The temperature dependence of the spectral in-
dex we recovered is steeper than that found in PRONAOS data
(Dupac et al. 2003). It is also slightly steeper than the relation
reported for Archeops cores (see Fig. 15; Désert et al. 2008), al-
though the Archeops relation is clearly compatible with our re-
sults given the uncertainties. Although a β(T ) relation similar to
that observed is expected for amorphous grains with disordered
structure (Meny et al. 2007; Boudet et al. 2005) and for silicates,
as shown more recently in laboratory experiments (Coupeaud
et al. 2011), a robust physical interpretation cannot be inferred
from our results because the clump sample is not a well-defined
and homogeneous class of objects. Nevertheless, these studies
suggest caution when interpreting Tc–β relations for samples
containing star-forming clouds.
4.3. Extension and ellipticity
The extension and ellipticity of the sources, derived during step 1
of the photometry algorithm described in Sect. 2.3, have been
compared with the local point spread function (PSF) provided
by the FEBeCoP tool (Mitra et al. 2011) at 857 GHz. This PSF
takes into account the impact of projection on the sky of the
optical beam of the instrument following the scanning strategy.
Thus for each source, an elliptical Gaussian fit is applied on the
PSF smoothed to 4.5′ to obtain the local FWHM θPSF, ellipticity
PSF and position angle ψPSF of the effective beam. The FWHM
θ is defined as the geometric mean of the major and minor axis
widths:
θ =
√(
θMaj · θMin
)
, (7)
and the ellipticity is given by
 =
√
1 −
(
θMin
θMaj
)2
· (8)
A few examples of FEBeCoP beams for Planck HFI detectors
are given in Fig. B.5 of Paper II. Figure 16 compares the statisti-
cal distributions of the FWHM (upper panel), ellipticity (middle)
and position angle (lower panel) between C3PO sources (solid
line) and the local PSF at 857 GHz (dashed line).
Cold clumps are clearly extended, with an average value of
θc of 7.7′ compared to 4.3′ for the average PSF at 857 GHz over
the sky. Assuming that these compact sources are resolved by
the Planck beam, we can deconvolve them to derive the inferred
intrinsic source size θi (dot-dashed line in Fig. 16) using
θi =
√
θ2c − θ2PSF, (9)
where θc is the extent of the source and θPSF is the PSF extent. We
find that θi/θPSF ≈ 1.4, and can conclude that we have resolved
the sources. Nevertheless, as pointed out by Enoch et al. (2007)
and Netterfield et al. (2009), the fact that the cold sources are
mostly extended compared to the PSF may be an indicator of the
hierarchical structure of these objects. Netterfield et al. (2009)
show that the BLAST sources present the same behaviour, with
a ratio between the inferred source size and the BLAST beam
equal to 1.1. Enoch et al. (2007) obtained a value of 1.5 for cold
cores in Serpens, Perseus and Ophiucus observed with Bolocam.
Fig. 16. Upper panel: distribution of the FWHM of the Planck detec-
tions compared to the distribution of the local PSF at 857 GHz (dashed
line). Middle panel: distribution of the ellipticity of the cold clumps
(solid line) and of the local PSF (dashed line). Lower panel: distribu-
tion of the position angle of the elliptical Gaussian of the clumps (solid
line), of the local PSF (dashed line), and the difference between them
(dotted line).
Indeed these compact sources are associated with larger en-
velopes, presenting radial density profiles described by power
laws with an exponent in the range −2 to −1 (Young et al. 2003).
Cold clumps are also mostly elongated, with a distribution
of the ellipticity extending to values as large as 0.98 and peaking
at around 0.9, compared to the mean value of 0.6 for the local
PSF. Nevertheless, it has been shown that the time response of
the instrument could also have an impact on the elongation of
the sources along the scanning strategy. The importance of this
effect is still difficult to assess, and could be relevant in some
regions of the sky. Thus caution has to be used concerning this
result. However, the C3PO cold clumps are not preferentially
aligned with the major axis of the PSF; the position angles of
the elliptical clumps and of the PSF are uncorrelated. As also
stressed by Planck Collaboration (2011e), C3PO cold sources
are often associated with filaments and parts of larger elongated
cold structures where star formation occurs (see also Fig. 8).
This was noted a long time ago by Barnard (1907) for Taurus,
and it has more recently been investigated by Herschel observa-
tions in Polaris (Men’shchikov et al. 2010) and Aquila (Könyves
et al. 2010).
When distances are available (see Sect. 3.4), we can derive
the physical size of the sources, defined as the FWHM in units
of pc. Figure 17 presents the distribution of the size obtained for
2619 sources. A distinction is made between local (D < 1 kpc,
dashed line) and distant (D > 1 kpc, dot-dashed line) sources, as
defined in Sect. 3.4.5. The distribution of size ranges from 0.2 pc
up to 20 pc, and is highly heterogeneous. Since the distribution
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Fig. 17. Distribution of the physical size of the cold clumps in pc. The
distinction is done between the local sample (D < 1 kpc, dashed line)
and the distant sample (D > 1 kpc, dot-dashed line).
of the angular size is limited by the Planck resolution (i.e., ∼5′)
and the maximum size of these compact sources (i.e., ∼12′), the
associated physical size is totally driven by the distance estimate.
With such a wide range of sizes, the nature of these cold sources
can vary appreciably, from cold and very compact sources to
large clouds of a few pc. This will be discussed in more detail in
Sect. 5.
4.4. Column densities
We compute the column density values NcH2 averaged over the
clump solid angle following Eq. (4), and using the integrated
flux density S cν and temperature Tc of the cold clump. The main
source of uncertainty here comes from the adopted value for κν.
Large variations exist from one dust model to another, depending
on the dust properties considered: composition (with or without
ice mantles); structure (compact or fluffy aggregates); as well
as size (see reviews from Beckwith et al. 1990; Henning et al.
1995). Dust models and observations show that κν values may
vary by factors of 3–4 (or higher) from diffuse to dense and cold
regions (Ossenkopf & Henning 1994; Kruegel & Siebenmorgen
1994; Stepnik et al. 2003; Juvela et al. 2010).
For this study, we have adopted the dust opacity from
Beckwith et al. (1990), in agreement with the recommenda-
tion for dense clouds at intermediate densities, nH2 ≤ 105(Preibisch et al. 1993; Henning et al. 1995; Motte et al. 1998),
κν = 0.1(ν/1 THz) β cm2g−1, where we take a standard emis-
sivity spectral index β = 2. The computation is performed at
ν = 857 GHz, which is close to the 1 THz of the formula, so
that the impact of variation of the spectral index β remains small
compared to the uncertainty in κν. For β varying from 1 to 3, the
maximum variation of κν around the value obtained with β = 2
is 15%. The 857 GHz band also provides the best SNR and the
dust emission here is optically thin, with an average dust opacity
at 857 GHz of τ ∼ 5 × 10−4  1. We have checked that this is
still the case at 3 THz, with an average value of τ ∼ 10−2. This
validates the initial assumption on opacity adopted for this work.
For the clumps which have no distance estimate, we have
also determined an approximate averaged volume density value
with
ncH2 = N
c
H2/σMin, (10)
where the third size dimension of the object is taken as equal to
the minimum value of the clump 2D size, σMin. The resulting
number density ranges from 102 to 105 cm−3, with a mean value
of 2 × 103 cm−3 (see Table 9).
The distribution of the column density NcH2 as a function
of the other physical parameters derived is shown in Fig. 21.
The values cover a wide range, from 1020 up to 1023 cm−2, and
are centred around a few times 1021. In comparison with pre-
vious studies, the peak of this distribution is lower than the
typical values of a few times 1022, inferred in cold cores ob-
served from ground-based telescopes in nearby star-forming re-
gions (Motte et al. 1998; Kauffmann et al. 2008; Enoch et al.
2008; Curtis & Richer 2010; Belloche et al. 2011). This can
be explained by the Planck resolution, that preferentially se-
lects quite extended objects, diluting sources smaller than the 5′
beam. Nevertheless, we observe a few objects with column den-
sity greater than 1023 cm−2, even at the Planck resolution. These
few objects could be precursors of massive stars, or high mass
star-formation regions.
Finally, we observe that even the densest clumps (with high
column densities) cannot reach temperature lower than 7 K. This
is in excellent agreement with recent observations of cold cores
using Herschel (e.g., Wilcock et al. 2011; Peretto et al. 2010).
4.5. Mass distribution
We can define the mass integrated over the clump by
M =
S νΩcD2
κνBν(T ) , (11)
where S ν is the integrated flux density at frequency ν =
857 GHz, D is the distance, κν is the dust opacity (or mass ab-
sorption coefficient) as defined in Sect. 4.4, and Bν(T ) is the
Planck function for dust temperature at T . The uncertainty in the
mass estimate can be quite high, due to the propagation of large
errors on the dust opacity (that could reach 50%) and on the dis-
tance estimate (about 100%) elevated by the square. These mass
estimates are therefore only accurate to within a factor of 4.
Figure 18 shows the distribution of the mass of the total sam-
ple (solid line) and of the two subsets, D < 1 kpc (dashed line)
and D > 1 kpc (dot-dashed line), as defined in Sect. 3.4.5. The
range of masses of the detected sources ranges from 0.4 M up to
2.4×105 M, with a median value of 88 M. It covers a broad va-
riety of objects, from cores to giant molecular clouds, as will be
discussed in Sect. 5. The theoretical sensitivity limit of Planck to
low-mass cold cores is not reached. It would be about 0.03 M,
for a cold source located at 100 pc with a column density of
1020 cm−2 (i.e., the lower limit of our sample, see Fig. 21) fill-
ing the Planck beam of 4.5′. The lower mass limit in the C3PO
sample, i.e., 0.4 M, is considerably larger because it is affected
by the confusion level and the extraction process from the warm
background.
4.6. Luminosity
Bolometric luminosity is defined by
L = 4πD2
∫
ν
S νdν, (12)
where D is the distance, and S ν is the flux density for the clump.
The bolometric luminosity, L, is integrated over the frequency
range 300 GHz < ν < 10 THz, using the modelled SEDs derived
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Fig. 18. Mass distribution for the total sample (solid line), nearby sub-
sample (D < 1 kpc, dashed line) and distant sub-sample (D > 1 kpc,
dot-dashed line).
Fig. 19. Bolometric luminosity as a function of mass. The L = M limit
is over-plotted as the red dashed line.
from temperature and spectral index fitting (see Sect. 4.1). The
L−M diagram is shown in Fig. 19. A large fraction of the objects
is located below the L = M line (red dashed line) over the whole
range of masses.
The quantity L/M has the advantage that it is independent
of distance. Figure 20 shows the histogram of L/M for the pho-
tometrically reliable C3PO catalogue (solid line), and for the
subset with distances (dashed line). The distributions of sources
with and without distance estimates are very similar. This sug-
gests that the methods used to estimate the distance do not intro-
duce any strong distance-dependent selection bias in the sample
compared to the complete catalogue. The lack of angular resolu-
tion prevents us from seeing internal sub-structures, so the pres-
ence of objects at various stages of evolution cannot be rejected,
as also discussed in Roy et al. (2011) for the BLAST popula-
tion in CygX. Nevertheless the L/M ratio provides an indica-
tion of the robustness of these sources as candidates for future
star-forming regions, even at the Planck resolution. While 15%
of the C3PO sources have a ratio L/M > 1 L/M and a tem-
perature spanning from 13 K to 19 K, suggesting the presence
of already evolved objects, the remaining 85% should include
a fair number of early stage objects, and offer valuable candi-
dates to be followed-up at higher resolution (see for example the
Fig. 20. Histogram of the L/M ratio for the total C3PO catalogue (solid
line) and the sub-sample of 2619 objects for which a distance estimate
has been obtained (dashed line).
Table 9. Statistical description of the distribution of physical properties
of the Planck C3PO catalogue of cold clumps.
Quantity Min. Median Max.
Tc [K] . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 13 19
NH [cm−2] . . . . . . . . . . 1020 2 × 1021 2 × 1023
Size [pc] . . . . . . . . . . . 0.2 1.2 18
Ellipticity . . . . . . . . . . 0.4 0.8 1
Mass [M] . . . . . . . . . . 0.4 88 2.4 × 105
Mean density [cm−3] . . 102 2 × 103 105
Notes. Notice that the minima and maxima of each quantity are not as-
sociated with the same objects. See Fig. 21 to get a better understanding
of the correlations between some of these physical quantities.
studies performed with Herschel on Planck sources, Paper II,
Juvela et al. 2010).
5. Nature of the C3PO objects
5.1. A broad range of physical properties
As illustrated in Fig. 21 and summarised in Table 9, the C3PO
catalogue contains cold sources covering a broad range of phys-
ical properties. This is due to the fact that these sources are
detected as cold relatively to their environment, and that their
distances cover more than an order of magnitude (note the D2
dependence of M in Fig. 21). It is therefore not surprising that
most of the Planck cold sources, with sizes ranging from 0.2 pc
to 18 pc and masses from less than 1 M to several times 105 M,
are indeed a heterogeneous ensemble of objects. Only the small-
est nearby Planck sources are likely to be cold cores according
to the usual definition of being smaller than 0.2 pc, with a den-
sity n > 104 cm−3 and mass M < 5 M (cf. the categorization of
Williams et al. 2000; Bergin & Tafalla 2007). Most of the others
trace cold dust in large irregular structures up to the mass of giant
molecular complexes (GMCs). In addition to the intrinsic disper-
sion of their properties, the background-foreground subtraction
induces uncertainties which have been estimated by MC simu-
lations (Appendix A.1). These show that the properties of the
bulk of the sources are not significantly affected. Nevertheless
it should be kept in mind that a small fraction of the sources
(typically 1 to 3%) in the Galactic plane where the density of
sources is of the order of 1 deg−2, might be superpositions of
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Fig. 21. Correlation matrix between various physical properties of the Planck C3PO sources, specifically temperature Tc, H2 column density NcH2 ,
distance D, physical size FWHM and mass M. Red dots are the IRDC clumps of Simon et al. (2006b).
nearby and distant sources affecting by large factors the derived
physical parameters. One should thus treat with care the outliers
in Fig. 21 (or Fig. 4) which might result from this effect. We note
that a 4.5′ HFI beam leads to a resolution of 0.2 pc in the nearest
molecular complexes at 150 pc. Thus identifying more distant
cores requires higher angular resolution than the Planck beam.
In Juvela et al. (2010, 2011) and our companion Paper II,
we have conducted a preliminary analysis using Herschel ob-
servations of a sample of ten cold clumps detected with Planck.
These sources have been selected to sample different environ-
ments, from high latitude cirrus to nearby and remote molecular
complexes. The high angular resolution of the Herschel SPIRE
and PACS instruments has revealed rich and complex substruc-
tures. A range of properties have been observed: generally the
substructures have been found to be denser and colder (down
to 7 K) than the Planck cold clump, except in two cases, where
warmer sources have also been found in the Planck beam, in ad-
dition to cold dust.
The temperatures derived for the sources in the catalogue
cover a range (7–19 K) similar to previous estimates for a
number a cold condensations detected using multi-wavelength
submillimetre observations, for instance with the balloon-borne
experiments: PRONAOS, T ∼ 12 K in star-forming and cirrus re-
gions (Stepnik et al. 2003; Dupac et al. 2003; Bernard et al.
1999); Archeops, 7–18 K (Désert et al. 2008); and BLAST,
9–14 K (Netterfield et al. 2009). The highest temperatures found
here (T > 15–19 K) cannot realistically be called “cold clumps”,
nevertheless they correspond to objects significantly colder than
their observed environment. As a comparison, higher dust tem-
peratures are obtained in the vicinity of H ii regions, even at
Planck resolution, with typically T ∼ 30 K (Leto et al. 2009).
Most of the Planck clumps are not “compact point sources”,
i.e., the result of the detection of small cores diluted within the
large beam of Planck. On the contrary, they are found to be
significantly extended and elongated. Independently of the an-
gular resolution issue, it is difficult to distinguish here between
the core, clump and cloud terminology introduced by Williams
et al. (2000). The specific method used to identify and extract the
core parameters should also to be considered (cf. for instance
Curtis & Richer 2010). Our method is based on a colour sig-
nature of the objects, allowing the detection of the cold resid-
ual after the removal of the warm background. As discussed
in Paper II, this may result in the identification of a different
and more extended cold component than usually obtained with
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GLIMPSE 8μm Planck 857 GHz
Fig. 22. GLIMPSE 8 μm and Planck 857 GHz maps (in MJy sr−1) around the IRDC MSXDC G033.69−00.01 (green star). The contours show the
cold residual map computed on the Planck 857 GHz map and using the IRIS 3 THz data. The positive contours (blue) are cold, while the negative
contours (red) are warm. The C3PO cold clump is also shown as the dashed black ellipse.
methods that identify structures on the basis of surface bright-
ness (e.g., clumpfind, algorithms by Williams et al. 1994, or
multi-scale wavelet analysis).
5.2. Comparison with IRDC catalogue
The plots of Fig. 21 suggest an overlap between the properties
of the IRDCs and the most massive Planck clumps. Interestingly,
the mass distribution of the dust cores within IRDCs, reaching up
to 103 M, (Rathborne et al. 2010) suggests that the most mas-
sive Planck clumps, like IRDCs as a whole, are ensembles of
cores arranged into larger structures similar to giant molecular
complexes (GMCs).
Figure 22 provides an illustration of a common Planck and
MSX detection in the case of MSXDC G033.69−00.01 (Simon
et al. 2006a). The contours of the cold residual emission (in blue,
light blue and red) are overplotted on the GLIMPSE 8 μm inten-
sity maps. The ellipse showing the Planck clump (dashed line)
extracted from our detection method encompasses the absorp-
tion feature signature of the IRDC on the near-IR map. We note
that the Planck size is larger than the extent of the MSX absorp-
tion. In the high-resolution map provided by GLIMPSE, sub-
structures can be seen inside the extinction pattern.
This figure also illustrates the capability of the extraction
method to isolate cold components in regions of bright emission
containing a high level of confusion. In this field, it is striking to
see how the brightest spots coincide with the warm component
(traced in red), although the cold emission is mixed and hid-
den inside an extended warmer background emission. The ob-
ject with an average column density of 6.5 × 1022 cm−2, a mass
of 2.4 × 105 M (at a distance of 7.1 kpc) and a temperature of
12 K, is among the most extreme in the distributions shown in
Fig. 21. Eleven dense cores of mass ranging between 100 and
1300 M have been detected in this IRDC at 1.2 mm (Rathborne
et al. 2006), and only three of them are associated with mid-
IR emission. An IRAS source is also associated with one of
these objects. This IRDC is therefore not among the youngest
and coldest, that have not yet started to form stars. Nevertheless
only a few cores are warm, contributing about 2 × 103 M of
warm dust (Rathborne et al. 2006) out of the dust mass seen by
Planck, or only 1% of the total dust mass.
A cross-match between C3PO sources and the MSX cata-
logue of 10 931 IRDCs (Simon et al. 2006a) leads to 469 (136 in
Fig. 23. Ratio of the angular extent of C3PO clumps and MSX IRDCs.
the photometrically reliable catalogue) Planck cold clumps asso-
ciated with 1007 (296, respectively) MSX IRDCs. Less than 8%
of the Planck clumps inside the region surveyed by MSX have
no directly association with an IRDC. Indeed a comparison of
the angular size of these objects is presented in Fig. 23, and
shows that the C3PO objects are more extended than the IRDCs.
Part of this effect is due to the very different spatial resolution
of the MSX instrument at 8 μm (28′′ versus 5′ with Planck).
Most of the IRDCs appear as elongated irregular structures of
length L and width L/a (a being the aspect ratio, a > 1); their
size, defined as the geometric mean, is thus L/a0.5 (Simon et al.
2006a). With its large beam, Planck does not resolve the IRDCs
in width, but does so in length for the largest ones. Therefore,
for the largest IRDCs, we have the ratio of C3PO size to IRDC
size being ∼a0.5 > 1, as seen in Fig. 22. The C3PO sizes, how-
ever, may be genuinely larger than those of IRDCs detected in
absorption. In fact it appears that Planck is sensitive to dust col-
umn densities smaller than 1021 cm−2 and colder than 15 K (cf.
Fig. 21), while MSX (and Spitzer IRAC) absorption measure-
ments have a sensitivity threshold of 3 × 1021 cm−2 (Peretto &
Fuller 2010). Extended regions of cold dust with column densi-
ties between 3 × 1020 cm−2 and 3 × 1021 cm−2 are therefore de-
tectable by Planck with no absorption counterparts at 8 μm (as
observed in Fig. 22).
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Fig. 24. Number of IRDCs found inside the Planck cold clumps when a
match has been obtained with the MSX catalogue (Simon et al. 2006a)
and the Spitzer catalogue (Peretto & Fuller 2009).
We have also performed a cross-match with the Spitzer cat-
alogue of IRDCs (Peretto & Fuller 2009), leading to 321 (78 in
the photometrically reliable catalogue) Planck cold clumps asso-
ciated with 1382 (356, respectively) Spitzer IRDCs. It is shown
in Fig. 24 that the C3PO clumps could contain up to eight MSX
IRDCs and 15 Spitzer IRDCs. Furthermore, the median distance
between IRDCs in the MSX and Spitzer catalogues are 2.9′ and
1.7′, respectively, values which are lower than the C3PO typi-
cal extent that is about 6′; this supports the presence of multi-
ple IRDCs inside the C3PO clumps. However, projection effects
have to be taken into account when dealing with such Planck
sources located in the Galactic plane, and caution has to be used
when considering the number of associated IRDCs.
6. Summary and perspectives
The three highest frequency channels of Planck, provide a cen-
sus of cold dust sources in the Galaxy. To determine the prop-
erties of the coldest sources, they have to be extracted from the
emission of their warmer background. This is done with a ded-
icated source extraction algorithm, CoCoCoDeT (Montier et al.
2010) that operates on the Planck maps combined with those
at 3 THz from the IRAS survey. The output, the Cold Clump
Catalogue of Planck Objects (C3PO), is the first such all-sky
catalogue of cold dust sources. We stress that this method does
not provide a complete sample of cold sources in the Galaxy,
due in a large part to confusion in the Galactic plane, and that
it can only distinguish sources that are sufficiently colder than
their background. The complete catalogue consists of 10 342 ob-
jects, out of which the photometrically reliable catalogue com-
prises 7608 sources, for which physical characteristics such as
flux densities, temperatures, angular extents, ellipticities and col-
umn densities are inferred from their SEDs. Among these a
sub-sample comprises 2619 sources with distance estimates, for
which physical sizes, masses, and average densities can also be
estimated. In this paper we have performed a statistical analy-
sis of these samples of cold objects and analysed their physical
properties.
The temperature of the Planck cold sources ranges from 7 K
to 19 K and its distribution peaks at about 13 K. The great value
of the C3PO catalogue is to provide a large number of very cold
objects for follow-up studies, about 600 having a temperature
Tc < 10 K. Not only is this a large number compared to the al-
ready known cold sources in the Galaxy, but they are distributed
over the whole sky, in the inner and outer Galaxy, and at high
latitude, both near and far away from known star-forming re-
gions. The diversity of the environments probed, from nearby
diffuse molecular clouds to massive molecular complexes, and
the possibility to map the mass distribution in such hierarchical
environments opens new perspectives for understanding the evo-
lution of molecular clouds towards star-formation activity in our
Galaxy.
Another output of the SED fitting procedure is the dust emis-
sivity spectral index β. We show that the data are not consistent
with a constant value of β over the whole range of tempera-
ture, and that it is anticorrelated with the dust temperature. The
anti-correlation observed for the coldest sources cannot be ex-
plained by a fitting degeneracy, given the narrow range of SEDs
observed.
As expected, the Planck cold clump population is closely as-
sociated with Galactic structures, especially the molecular com-
ponent, and is mainly distributed within the Galactic plane.
Nevertheless, since the detection of cold sources inside the thin
Galactic plane is difficult (due to the high confusion level), most
of the detections are located within a few kpc of the Sun.
The mass of the cold sources for which the distance is known
varies between 0.4 M and 2.4 × 105 M, and their size ranges
from 0.2 to 18 pc, with average density between 102 cm−3 and
105 cm−3. This broad range of properties makes the C3PO cat-
alogue a heterogeneous ensemble of cold objects in the Galaxy.
While a few appear as actual cold protostellar core candidates,
most of the C3PO sources appear rather to be larger structures,
ranging from interstellar clouds up to giant molecular complexes
for the most massive. A cross-match between C3PO sources and
IRDCs from MSX and Spitzer shows that massive C3PO cold
clumps contain up to 15 IRDCs, and that the C3PO sources
are statistically more extended than IRDCs. The example of the
massive IRDC MSXDC G033.69−00.01, detected in extinction
by MSX and in emission by Planck (see Fig. 22 in Sect. 5.2),
shows Planck’s sensitivity to emission in the outskirts, which
are not detected in mid-IR absorption, and thus Planck comple-
ment these extinction surveys when confusion is not too large.
Furthermore, there is a subset of cold, extended (several pc) and
massive (>103 M) C3PO sources that may have been revealed
for the first time by the Planck survey (see Fig. 22).
By studying the correlation between the cold clumps and
large scale structures, such as the IRAS loops, we show that
the cold clump population is preferably distributed on such large
shells. Another interesting property of the C3PO sources is their
distribution along known filaments within molecular clouds, and
the associated degree of ellipticity of the sources.
In summary, because of the limited resolution (4.5′), the
C3PO catalogue has assembled a large variety of objects in terms
of physical properties, Galactic environment, and evolutionary
stage, providing a wealth of new sources for follow-up and de-
tailed investigations at higher angular resolution. With that per-
spective, the Herschel follow-up key programme “Galactic Cold
Cores” is a unique tool to study the substructure and physics of
selected C3PO sources at the same frequencies (selection being
performed on either their intrinsic properties or on their environ-
ment). Such an analysis has already started (Juvela et al. 2010)
on Herschel Science Demonstration Phase Data, and is contin-
ued in Planck Collaboration (2011e).
Finally, a high reliability sub-sample of this large C3PO cata-
logue has been delivered to the community: the Early Cold Core
(ECC) sample. This is part of the ERCSC (Planck Collaboration
2011c) and provides a list of 915 objects over the whole sky,
with similar statistics at high flux densities to the C3PO sample
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but with temperatures less than 14 K. The ECC provides oppor-
tunities for ground-based or Herschel follow-up of cold clumps.
Specialised catalogues focused on homogeneous classes of as-
trophysical objects will be published in subsequent papers. In
these papers, a special effort will be made to improve the dis-
tance estimates, to increase the volume explored in the Galaxy,
and to provide better estimates of the physical parameters.
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Appendix A: Monte Carlo quality assessment
of the photometry
As presented in Sect. 2.5, we have performed a Monte Carlo
analysis to assess the robustness of the photometry algorithm de-
scribed in Sect. 2.3. A set of 10 000 sources have been injected
into Planck all-sky maps following a distribution of tempera-
tures, dust spectral indices and flux densities in agreement with
the observations. Figure A.1 compiles the relative errors between
output and input quantities (flux densities, FWHM, ellipticity,
temperature and spectral index) for the complete set of simulated
sources as a function of the flags raised during the photometry
estimate. Three flags have been investigated here: Aper Forced
(blue); Bad Sfit 3 THz (red); and Upper 3 THz (green).
Appendix B: Impact of calibration uncertainty
The relative calibration uncertainty is known to be 13.5% for
the IRIS 3 THz data (Miville-Deschênes & Lagache 2005), and
about 7% for the Planck high frequency bands at 857 GHz and
545 GHz, and 2% at 353 GHz (Planck HFI Core Team 2011a).
Here we investigate the impact of this error on temperature and
spectral index estimates, considering that the uncertainty is not
independent between all bands. The principle is to fix the two
top Planck bands (545 and 857 GHz) to follow the same relative
calibration error, while the 3 THz and the 353 GHz bands remain
independent. For a given temperature T and a dust spectral in-
dex β, SEDs are simulated using a modified blackbody model,
including colour corrections. A 13.5% relative level of Gaussian
noise is added on the 3 THz flux densities, then another 7% noise
realisation is added at 545 GHz and 857 GHz simultaneously,
and a 2% noise realisation is added to the 353 GHz flux den-
sities. We also study the combination of a calibration error plus
an independent error band per band, set to 20% and 10% for the
3 THz and Planck bands, respectively. A third set of data is de-
fined as our reference case and does not include any calibration
error, but only an independent error per band. The T, β fitting
algorithm described in Sect. 4.1 is applied on these three sets
of SEDs, leading to an estimate of the bias and 1σ uncertainty
of the output distribution, for T ranging from 6 K to 25 K and β
spanning from 1.75 to 2.5.
The results are shown in Fig. B.1. The impact of the calibra-
tion uncertainty (in red) is very low compared to the size of the
measurement error only (in green). In all cases, the bias on tem-
perature and β is negligible or significantly lower than 1%. In
both cases the bias level remains independent of T and β. On the
other hand the 1σ uncertainty on the temperature goes from 3%
to 8% at, respectively, 6 K and 25 K, due to calibration uncer-
tainty only, and remains independent of β. The 1σ discrepancy
on β is about 7–10% over this temperature range and it decreases
of 3% when β goes from 1.75 to 2.5. This error is larger and
much more sensitive to β in the case of measurement uncertainty
(green curves). Thus the impact of the calibration uncertainty
seems very small compared to the impact of the measurement
error coming from the flux densities. Moreover, in the case of
a combination of calibration and measurement uncertainties (in
blue), both resulting uncertainties on T and β are found to add
quadratically.
For this work, we consider separately the impact of the cal-
ibration uncertainty, and simply add the quadratic errors at the
end of the processing. The values of the calibration uncertainties
for T and β are provided in Tables B.1 and B.2 for a given set
of T, β parameters.
Appendix C: The early cold core sub-sample
C.1. Selection criteria
The Early Release Compact Source Catalogue5 (ERCSC; Planck
Collaboration 2011c) was released in January 2011. It includes
the main ERCSC, where the point sources are detected in each
separate channel map, but it also incorporates two specialised
catalogues, the early Sunyaev-Zeldovich (ESZ) and the early
cold cores (ECC). The ECC is a sub-sample of the full C3PO
catalogue, obtained by applying the following two criteria:
1. SNR > 15;
2. TECC < 14 K.
Here SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio of the detection, and TECC
is the temperature derived from aperture photometry. However,
in the case of the ECC, this temperature is derived in a different
manner than described here for the C3PO. In the ECC, the pho-
tometry is carried out on the original Planck maps (i.e., maps that
still retain the warm component of the diffuse dust emission), by
placing an aperture of 5′ radius on top of the detection. The back-
ground is estimated using an annulus around the aperture with an
inner radius of 5′ and an outer radius of 10′. Temperatures are
derived from a fit to all four bands (IRIS 3 THz and Planck 857,
545 and 353 GHz) used to obtain the detection. While the annu-
lus is efficient in subtracting the diffuse warm background, this
estimate of the temperature does not take into account the real
shape of the sources nor the subtraction of any warm envelope
linked to the clump. It does, however, provide a straightforward
estimate of the temperature that is provided in the ECC.
The signal-to-noise cut at SNR = 15 was selected based on
the Monte Carlo Quality Assessment (MCQA) results performed
in the framework of the ERCSC. Three sets of 1000 sources
were injected into the IRIS and Planck maps. These sources
were defined by temperature, spectral index and flux density at
857 GHz, and their associated SEDs followed a modified black-
body model. Detection and photometry processing were then
applied in these three sets of simulated maps, to find the pro-
portion of detected sources and their recoveredflux densities. A
5 The ERCSC is available here: http://www.sciops.esa.int/
index.php?project=planck&page=Planck_Legacy_Archive).
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Fig. A.1. Comparison of the extracted and injected values of the Monte Carlo simulations performed to assess the quality of the photometry
algorithm. Black dots refer to the nominal case, when red, blue and green dots stand for various flags of the photometry algorithm: Bad Sfit 3 THz
(red); Aper Forced (blue); and Upper 3 THz (green).
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Table B.1. Bias and 1σ error on the temperature due to the calibration uncertainty on flux densities in the IRIS 3 THz and Planck 857, 545 and
353 GHz bands, shown for a range of (T, β).
β = 1.75 β = 2.00 β = 2.25 β = 2.50
T [K] Bias [%] σ [%] Bias [%] σ [%] Bias [%] σ [%] Bias [%] σ [%]
6 −0.2 2.7 0.0 2.6 0.0 2.7 0.4 2.7
7 0.2 3.2 0.3 3.0 0.0 3.0 −0.1 3.0
8 0.2 3.3 0.2 3.2 0.0 3.3 0.3 3.3
9 0.3 3.7 0.0 3.4 0.1 3.4 0.3 3.3
10 −0.2 3.8 0.3 3.9 0.0 4.1 −0.2 3.8
11 0.3 4.3 −0.1 4.2 −0.4 4.0 0.2 4.1
12 0.0 4.2 −0.3 4.3 0.1 4.3 0.1 4.3
13 −0.1 4.9 0.6 4.7 0.6 4.3 0.1 4.5
14 0.3 5.2 −0.2 5.3 0.4 5.2 0.4 4.8
15 0.0 5.2 −0.1 5.5 0.3 5.7 0.2 5.5
16 0.2 5.6 0.7 5.5 0.2 5.8 0.5 5.9
17 0.1 5.7 −0.1 6.0 0.2 5.8 0.2 5.7
18 0.2 6.1 0.6 6.6 0.1 6.2 0.3 6.2
19 0.2 6.5 0.5 6.3 −0.1 6.1 −0.5 6.4
20 0.3 7.2 0.4 7.0 1.0 7.1 0.2 6.7
21 0.6 7.5 0.7 7.2 0.2 7.2 0.0 7.3
22 0.2 7.5 0.5 7.9 0.3 7.5 0.6 7.1
23 0.4 7.6 1.0 8.4 0.5 8.0 0.6 8.3
24 0.2 8.5 0.6 8.3 0.9 8.2 0.5 8.6
25 0.2 8.1 0.3 8.2 0.3 8.3 0.5 8.3
Table B.2. Bias and 1σ error on the spectral index β due to the calibration uncertainty on flux densities in the IRIS 3 THz and Planck 857, 545 and
353 GHz bands, shown for a range of (T, β).
β = 1.75 β = 2.00 β = 2.25 β = 2.50
T [K] Bias [%] σ [%] Bias [%] σ [%] Bias [%] σ [%] Bias [%] σ [%]
6 0.7 11.5 0.1 9.8 −0.1 9.0 −0.8 8.1
7 −0.6 11.4 −1.0 9.2 0.2 8.8 0.2 7.6
8 −0.5 10.5 −0.5 8.7 −0.1 8.2 −0.6 7.5
9 −0.8 10.8 0.0 8.6 0.3 7.8 −0.5 6.7
10 0.3 9.9 −0.6 8.9 0.1 8.2 0.3 6.6
11 −0.3 10.1 0.1 8.6 0.6 7.6 −0.2 6.7
12 0.2 9.0 0.7 8.2 −0.0 7.4 0.1 6.4
13 0.5 9.6 −1.0 8.2 −0.7 6.5 0.0 6.2
14 −0.3 9.7 0.5 8.4 −0.5 7.4 −0.5 6.1
15 0.5 8.7 0.4 8.1 −0.2 7.6 0.0 6.5
16 0.0 9.1 −0.5 7.5 0.1 7.3 −0.2 6.6
17 0.2 8.6 0.4 7.8 0.0 6.5 −0.2 6.0
18 0.2 8.5 −0.2 7.9 0.3 6.9 0.0 6.1
19 −0.2 8.7 −0.3 7.5 0.3 6.4 0.8 6.0
20 0.1 9.0 0.0 7.7 −0.8 6.8 0.1 6.0
21 −0.3 8.9 −0.2 7.3 0.0 6.6 0.3 6.0
22 0.3 8.7 −0.1 7.7 0.0 6.5 −0.2 5.6
23 0.1 8.1 −0.4 7.6 0.1 6.5 −0.1 6.1
24 0.7 8.7 0.0 7.3 −0.2 6.4 0.1 6.0
25 0.3 8.0 0.0 6.8 0.1 6.2 0.1 5.8
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Fig. B.1. Bias and 1σ discrepancy of the temperature T and dust spectral index β estimates derived from a Monte Carlo analysis dedicated to
studying the impact of the calibration uncertainties. Three cases have been studied: calibration uncertainty only (red lines); independent flux
density errors (green); and calibration plus independent flux density errors (blue).
reliability of 90% was required, where reliability is here defined
as the fraction of detected test sources with less than 30% error
in recovered flux density. The MCQA analysis showed that the
choice of SNR = 15 ensured a reliability of 90% over the temper-
ature range TECC < 14 K in all three Planck bands (cf. Fig. 23 of
Planck Collaboration 2011v). Hence, the ECC is 90% reliable,
where the reliability is based on flux density, not detection.
C.2. Summary of the ECC
The above criteria lead to a sub-sample of 915 objects over the
sky. Of these objects, 118 have no SIMBAD entry and are new
detections. Thus at least 13% are new sources.
Simply due to the selection criteria, the ECC is the high-SNR
and the cold tail of the C3PO distribution. The spatial distribu-
tion of the ECC objects is biased towards nearby, star-formation
regions (e.g., Perseus, Taurus and Orion) where the SNR is high,
while the Galactic disk is under-represented (see upper panel of
Fig. 7). This is because of the higher confusion in the plane, so
that the SNR tends to be lower there, but also because the dust
temperatures in the plane tend to be higher. Not surprisingly, the
derived column densities for the ECC objects are also biased to-
wards the higher column densities in the C3PO distribution.
While the ECC does not contain this information, we have
recovered distance estimates for some of the ECC objects, us-
ing the methods described in Sect. 3.4. Combining the distance
information with the flux densities of the dust emission, we can
estimate the mass of the sources. We find that the ECC objects
are as varied in mass as the C3PO objects, ranging from what
might be single cores (with a mass of a few M, to clumps of
tens and hundreds of M, and even larger complexes of thou-
sands of M. Most of the objects for which we have mass esti-
mates are in the range from 100 to 1000 M. The spatial resolu-
tion of Planck does not allow for a detailed morphological study
of these sources, so the users of the ECC need to be aware that
they are not looking at single cores in most of the cases; only
high-resolution follow-up studies will reveal the exact morphol-
ogy of these clumps.
The ECC is an excellent resource for follow-up studies.
Highly reliable, it contains coordinates, aperture photometry,
and the derived temperature and spectral index for each object,
which observers can use to estimate their own fluxes, or molec-
ular lines brightnesses to look for. The simple aperture photom-
etry procedure used the derive the flux densities makes it easy
to combine the ECC information with follow-up observations to
obtain composite SEDs.
Appendix D: Examples of SEDs
We provide here a few examples of SEDs of C3PO sources
which indicate temperatures: lower than 8 K (Fig. D.1); between
8 K and 10 K (Fig. D.2); and between 10 K and 14 K (Fig. D.3).
SED fits are plotted for both fixed β = 2 and β being free.
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Fig. D.1. SEDs of selected C3PO sources with temperatures Tc < 8 K. Black diamonds with error bars are the IRIS 3 THz and Planck 857, 545
and 353 GHz data. Two fits have been performed: one with β = 2 (blue); and the other with β free (red). For comparison with the data (black
diamonds), the expected flux densities for the two fits, with the same colour convention, are shown with blue squares and red plus signs. The
quality of each fit can be judged by comparing the estimated flux densities in each band, i.e., blue squares and red plus signs, with the actual
measurements, i.e., black diamonds with error bars. Two models are overlaid to define an approximate error envelope in the case of β free: the
(T + σT , β − σβ) modified blackbody emission model, in the red dotted curve; and the (T − σT , β + σβ) model in the red dashed curve.
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Fig. D.2. SEDs of selected C3PO sources with temperatures in the range 8–10 K. See Fig. D.1 for details.
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Fig. D.3. SEDs of selected C3PO sources with temperatures in the range 10–14 K. See Fig. D.1 for details.
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